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This second volume of Pegasus' Pony is dedicated to peo-
ple who like home-grown products. Corn and peas from our-
own gardens often taste, 1hetter than obviously superior corn 
and peas from the markets; the ease js similar with creative 
writing. Our college-community has ]Jroduced the contents of 
this book; we dedicate the hook to those who may like any 
part of it. 
With regard to last year's volume of the Pony, a pro-
fessor in a m~d-rwestern universHy said, "I wish we had half 
the vitality in our students' WTJtfogs." It is hoped that the 
present volume is better than last year's. Several new de-
partments have been added. There .are essays on scientific 
and ethical subjects; there are tw<J new songs with words; and 
there is a s,ection dev,oted to cihildren's .stories. Those who are 
lacking in imagination or in ,aympatby with the child's point 
of vierw ought to pass over the latter. 
Thanks are due to the College Administration and to Dr. 
T. W. Davidson for their part in the production o fthe pres.ent 
volume; to Mr. Curtis W . .Snow and Miss Adelaide Dykhuizen 
for their interest in the music presentoo; to the student body in 
general for its sincere support; to Mfas Joan Walvoord, Gerald 
Huenink, Bruce Van Leuwen, Emmett'Waite, Jacob De Witt, 
and J<Jhn Muilenburg for help in circulating the Pony and ad-
ministering its .affairs; to the printer :for his mo,re than com-
mercial interest; and to Harri Zegerius and :Clark Poling :for 
their labors in helping to edit the eopy. The g11oup which has 
come to be The Saturday Marnino GJu:b motivated this book; 
they ask only that you read it. 
There should be at least two numbers of Pegasus Pony 
each year; one should 'be de·voted to <liscursive writing; another 
should compris.e verse and fieti<Jn. I:f the readers of the pres-
ent volume will frankly express theh likes and dislikes con-
cerning it, our Pony may even, in future years, become not 
unworthy of his mythical sire, 





JUSTIN V ANDER KOLK, '31 
. ·thin my heaxt, There is a flower w1 
A flower that waits to bloom; 
It has lain dormant in my heart, 
As in a close-sealed tomb. 
I know that it is hiding there 
In secret and obscure, 
I know it waits to blossom forth, 
Chaste, unsullied, :pure. 
And that is why miY heart ~o oft 
ls hushed and hals no song' ·n bloom 
!Some day I know the flower w1 ' 
·some day-'but why so long? 
4 
On Hearing rrrhe Queen's Handkerchief" 
ALICE CLARK, '34. 
A S I STRETCHED out on my back on the summit of a warm sand dune, the tiny multi-colored crystals of sand, sparkling like minia-ture jewels in the bright sunlight, tumbled eagerly away from my 
body to enclose it within a comfortable, irregular-shaped palisade. Clasp-
ing my hands under my head, I gazed into the serene, blue sky which 
resembled more than anything else in the world an immense dishpan of 
clear blue water upon whose surface floated innumerable fluffy mounds 
of ever-changing, dazzling white soa_psuo.s. 
As suddenly and as harmoniously as a bird soaring through that vast 
space, the mellow strains of a violin sent an old French Folk Song over 
the hill. I recognized it as "The Queen's Handkerchief" -ah, a dainty 
whisp of perfumed silk, edgeo with delicate hand-wrought lace. With 
vivacious grace-notes, it leaped from the slender fingers of its owner 
and danced joyously on the wings of the rollicking breezes. The young 
queen shook back her saucy little bead framed in rip,pling waves of 
golden sunshine and laughed delighteclly. But the long curling eye-lashes 
drooped demurely as the naughty kerchi€f was caught up in the strong 
brown hand of a dashing young knight, and properly delivered to the 
slim whi,te one. A grateful little squeeze the handkerchief received as 
it gaily danced away with the queen, Up. and down the grassy mounds 
they skipped singing arid laughing with the butterflies and blue-birds. 
Then beside a cruel, jagged rock they sOOJ)ped while the little square of 
silk tenderly wiped the dirty tears from the streaked face of a chubby 
little lad and carefully dabbed up the tell-tale blood on the bare, dimpled 
knee protruding from the blue and white checkered rompers. Begrimed 
and .sodden, the handkerchief jumpe,d into, the bubbling, rushing waters 
of an exuberant stream. Dipping and plunging, splashing and tumbling, 
finally emerging spotlessly white, it flung itself upon the face of a smooth 
rock to dry. Then as merry as ever, jt Jauntily swung along with the 
beautiful queen, pausing to fl.aunt itsel:f 'in the delighted face of a gur-
gling baby and leaving a whiff of its delicat€ fragrance to straighten out 
the lines in the care~worn :face o:f a tired mDther. 
Suddenly it was marching S€date[y u.p .a long, candle-lighted hall to 
the graceful chimes of a wedding march. As it paused before the shining 
white altar, strangely familiar, strDng bro-wn fingers closed over the lacy 
fringe to grasp a slim white hand wh£ch ttembled slightly. The handker-
chief quivered delightfully and sent up tiny trills of gladness to the top 
note on the violin. Then merrily it <lane<e<l away over the hillside to 
mingle rhythmically with two joyous Jiearts. "The Queen's Handker-
chief!" 
Compensatio-n 
Although it serves, 
The rain's pat, )?at 
Gets on my nerves -
But what of thatl 
At clouds that raee 
I ought not pout; 
I've seen her face: 
My sun is out. 
5 
H.Z. 
All for Love 
MARIE VERDUIN, '34 
THE rain was_ f~lling in a steady downpour, and wisps of fog, here '.1nd there dr1ftmg down ~o earth, added an oppressiveness to the 
mtense bla,clmess of the might. Darky Town, down by the railroad 
tracks, seemed more desolate than ever before. The rain leaked into all 
the cracks, and made the red clay underfoot a spongy mass. Everything 
seemed deserted and dark except where, in one of the poor tumble-down 
sJ:iacks, a smoky kerosene lamp cast its dim, red glimmer.' Its flickering 
hght revealed a small table covered by a torn red-checkered tablecloth 
and two battered old chairs. Among the fa;ther shadows one could 
detect an old cook-stove, and a pile of fruit boxes in the cor'ner covered 
by a soggy mattress which evidently served as a bed. 
There were two people in the room. On the dim bunk in the corner 
lay a small negro boy "'.hose restless tossing revealed that he was not 
asleep .. Fro_m tim~ to time a tear stole from his brimming eyes and 
wound its z1g-zaggmg way slowly down his cheek. His small heart was 
tr?ubled by the thought that, somehow, he was all wrong. The white 
ch1!dr~n ran ~way from ~im because he was black; even the negro boys 
~h1spered thmgs a_bout him, and would not play with him. He guessed 
1t was because he hved here so queerly with old Granny and didn't have 
any Mammy or Pop; but when he tried to think abou't that it seemed 
his brain somehow got stuck and wouldn't think any more. It was then 
he al_"'.ays saw a small wl_iite co~tage with rose vines all around it, and 
a sm1lmg lady who took him up m her arms and sang to him. But when 
he_ a~ked Granny about. this, she alway_s told him to hush and to stop 
thmkmg about such foolishness ... Tomght the patter and the trickling 
of the rain made him more lonesome than ever, and he could not go 
to sleep. 
In the other corner of the room, a wrinkled old woman bent over a 
wash-tub. Her woolly grey hair hung in damp wisps about her tired, 
haggard fac~. She worked slowly and was forced to rest at intervals 
when a rackmg cough and a sharp pain in her side made her too weak 
to go on. The deep line in her forehead, and the troubled glances she 
repeatedly cast at the small form on the bed, showed that she suffered 
mental as well as physical pain. 
. Suddenly the little pickaninny slipped from his hard bed and with 
his tatt~r.ed g~rment aln:ost trailing the floor, trudged sleep'ily toward 
her. Ra1smg his tear-stamed eyes defiantly to hers, he said: 
''Granny, yo' tell me where's my Mammy 'n Pop. Ain't I never had 
none?" 
"Hush, chile! Ain't I tol' you nebbuh to ask sech questions? Yo' all 
got yo' Granny. Ain't that 'nough ?" 
The startled look in her eyes showed that her thoughts had not been 
far dis!ant from this same subject. She put the boy back to bed, and 
then tried to go back tc:> her work; but she c~mld not. Sinking down into 
?ne of the battered chairs at the old table, with her tired head supported 
m her bony hands, she fought a battle with herself against the decision 
she knew she must make. 
* * * 
Several ;years ago, this bent old mammy had been living happily in 
Alabama with her son Isaac, the pride and joy of her heart. When he 
had unexpectedly married the beautiful and cultured girl from "down 
state," _she had received a great blow, and had taken a violent dislike 
amountmg almost to hatred to this "hussy." Her son's happiness made 
her feel left out of his life. 
Isaac's sudden and tragic death somehow made her feel that Nellie 
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had been the cause of all her unhappiness and misfortune. Nellie had 
been forced, by financial conditions, to leave her small son with "Granny" 
while she went back home to try to find work so that in a few years she 
might be able to support both herself and her child. 
Preyed upon by the deadening shock of grief and despair, the now-
almost-spent old woman had slowly formed within her heart the one 
great purpose remaining in her life. She would bring up the small boy 
as her own, and make herself mean so much to him that he would never 
be able to come under the influence of this woman who had already 
stolen so much from her. In forming this plan, her heart had felt again 
a thrill of triumph; and this idea of keeping the boy as her own beca~e 
so much the one sustaining factor of he1; life that the thought. of _his 
being taken from her some day, dro•; e her mto a frenzy of determmation. 
One night she had slipped quietly from the small town and had traveled 
to a distant place, leaving no trace of her whereabouts. The two years 
which had followed had been a hard struggle. There had, of course, been 
pursuits, which often necessitated hurried flights, and there had been 
hard labor necessary to keep the twe> of them alive. But she had 1?een 
happy in greedily loving the child and realizing that there yet remamed 
someone who needed her and for whom she could live. The struggle had 
gradually grown too much for her, howevet", and poverty and ill health 
slowly overtook her. That cough which kept growing worse had relent-
lessly sapped her strength, until tonight she felt that she could go on 
no longer. With that great fire witJiin her seeming to b~rn up her b?dY, 
the startling thought had forced its way upon her. mmd: ~hat ~f. I 
should die what then?" Somehow she had never considered this poss1b1l-
ity before: A great fear seized her as she saw her,self in her selfishness, 
and realized that she might all the time have been in the wrong. It 
seemed almost impossible, however, to give up n(}W and acknowledge her 
wrong and her defeat to Nellie. It did no-t seem as if her pride could 
bear this. 
Thus it came that an old negro mammy sat now in this dismal, barren 
shack, fighting a battle with herself as the past few years spread them-
selves as a panorama before her eyes. 
The wick in the old kerosene lamp was burning itself down to a dull 
red ash, and sending a curling spiral of smoke into the air, when slowly, 
with a deep sigh of resiguation, the o]d we>man rose from her chair. 
She glanced sadly at the little fellow sleeping ne>w in his bed, his small 
black feet protruding from beneath the covering, and a tear still glisten-
ing on his cheek. Her mind was made up, however, and she gently shook 
his shoulder until he awoke. Rubbing his s]eepy eyes, he looked wonder-
ingly at her as she bent gravely ov€r him" 
"Honey chile, wake up. We's goin' away," she said, with a slight 
tremble in her voice. 
Still too sleepy to protest, he let her lift him from the bed and begin 
to dress him. It was so cold and dark, and Granny acted so queerly 
that he became frightened and began to ery that he didn't want to go 
away. Instantly he was in her arms, and her crooning voice was saying: 
"Hush, ma' lil' lamb. We's gain' to find yo' mammy, De good Lord don' 
showed Granny she ain' got no right te> keep yo', an' she's goin' bring yo' 
back where yo' belong." 
"Den is I goin' to have somebody to play with, Granny?" 
"Yo's gwine play with all de chillens yo' want. Hush, now, cause yo' 
ain't nebber gwine be sad no mo'." 
When his whimperings had ceased, she gathered a few meager be-
longings into a battered old bag. All her strength seemed now to have 
spent itself, and with the child he]d close in her arms, she again sank 
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wearily into the chair and sat there for some time in deep meditation 
The ~light puffs of the flickering flame finally aroused her. She waik~d 
wearily to the table, stood there for an instant, and then with a slight 
puff, blew out the flame. "\Yith the extii:iguishing of the light, the barren, 
ugly room was enveloped m darkness, Just as all it signified of her past 
was blotted out from her life. 
A door_ creaked, the _swishing sound of footsteps died away, and again 
all was q1pet and dull m Darky Town, except for the ceaseless patter 
of the ram. 
\Vaiting 
HARRI ZEGERIUS, '33. 
Lost love, the moon hung nigh 
When in the silent night 
I walked the velvet lawn 
Through roses, dim as dawn, 
Waiting for you. 
She, through the leaves on high, 
Shone silver in her flight, 
Brushed moistly past my cheek, 
Smoothed the grasses sleek 
With ghost-borne dew. 
But, when the reddened sky 
Bore forth the sunbeams bright, 
Heaven saw her silver pale; 
When night withdrew her veil, 
The moon fled, too. 
Earth-born I could not fly: 
Lonely each coming night, 
I'll walk the velvet lawn, 
Through roses, dim as dawn, 
Waiting, and true. 
Reverie 
How calm, how soothing to the soul 
To walk alone beneath the moonless sky 
With nowhere as a luring goal 
And shady phantoms hovering by. G.H. 
The Great Goulash of the Antilles 
MARGARET STEKETEE, '33 
HAVE you ever eaten goulash1 If you have you've probably not swallowed more than twice before you realized that what you were eating was the m,ost varied co!leeti.on of different foods that ever 
met in convention. There's no recipe for it. It can take a thousand different 
forms. It is never quite the s,ame. T·his may be the reason why no one has 
ever atte:mlpted to define the. term-not even Mr. Webster. And yet, if you 
have only the very slightest acquaintance with the Goulash family, you 
will understand what Arnold Hollriegel means when he calls the eastern 
group of the West In.dies "the great goulash of the Antilles." 
Almost nowhere in tihe world have such a variety of peoples, of ton-
gues, and of civiliz1ations been •brio,ught together within such a small ter-
ritory. And it is this group of islands to which the neiwest p,osses,sions of 
tihe United States belong. 
The Virgin Islands, forty of them in all, lie at the very tip of that 
broad semi-,circle -0f islands which: eall themselves the Lesser Antilles. 
Columlbus found them first, but he only started a merry game of "Button, 
button, who's got the button'?" that has lasted for four hundred ye,ars. 
When he first landed on Santa Cruz in 1403 it was inha;bited by Carib 
Indians, a race of fierce warriors. That is about all we knOIW about them 
for it is believed that during the reign of Charles V they were driven out 
by the Spanish. From then on, the islands passed from Spain to the 
Dutch, to the French, to the English, baek to the Fr-ench and finally to 
-the Danes rwho first took possession c:;( the, moist westerly island, St. 
Thomas in 1671. Here Fort ,Christian, named for the Dani.sh King, was 
built, and the island itself was m1,med "Charlotte Amalie" in h-0nor of the 
queen. IS'oon afterwards the islands known today ,as .St. John and St. 
Croix were take over by the Danes and these two and Charlotte Amalie, 
now kno,wn -as ,St. Thomas, are toda.y the only three inhabited islands of 
the Virgin group. 
In 1867, during the presidency of Lincoln, neg-o,Uations were made for 
the sale of the islands to the United States but the1se plans were over-
thrown by the failure of the Senate to ratify the sale. Again in 1902 the 
same thing happened, only this time it wa.s the Danish Landstag that was 
stu1bborn. Finally, in 1916 the islands were transferred to the United 
States for the sum 01' $25,000,000. ,We were anxious then to, have them for 
a coaling station, a purpose for which they are admirably adapted, but 
since the Great War, the need for them h.as lessened and our govern:ment 
has almost fol'giotten that they exist, while hBlf our citizens d,o, not even 
know that we ever ,purchased them, It might be well to view them as 
something besides a commercial asset. 
St. Croix, or Santa Cruz, the largest of the three islands, lies thirty-
eigiht mile,s .s-0uth of St. Thomas. It fa fertile, level, and an excellent 
region a.gri<culturally. It has goo<l paved roads, one of which, the King's 
Highway, extends almost the entire length of the island. It's capital, Chris-
tiansted, is the town where Alexander Hwmilt-On chafed under his duties 
as a clerk. St. Croix is the only :island. where sugar cane i5 now raised 
extensively. At present it has ab-out 12,000 acres in cultivation. The 
sugar obtained is eXJported raw and tne waste m,aterial is used in the 
manufacture of Bay Rum for which tme neighboring island of St. Thomas 
is famous. 
,S't. John, about three miles from the eastern end of ,St. Thomas, is a 
tropical paradise. There is very little agricultural or commercial aJ)tivity 
here and the only thing that keeps its five hundred inhabitants on the 
island is the gT,o,wing of bay for the manufacture of Bay Rum. 
The total are,a of these three small :islands is only 132 square miles, 
but their ,beauty and the ro,mance of the atmosphere more than makie up 
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for their smallness. St. Thomas is especially interesting. Lying farthest 
west of 1:Jhe three, western ships land there first. The view of the island 
from a .ship just entering, the harbor is said to• be the most beautiful in 
the West Indies. Blue sky reaches down to green terraced hills and palm 
trees, and below that the whole town spreads out like a toy village. 
Its red r-oof and cream-colored stucco melt into the golden sunlight that 
spreads itself over everything and spills over into the blueness of the har-
hor where g,orgeously colored fish dart and sparkle, like jewels. Oh, 
everything is color! Tinted stucco houses with marvelous s,hutters of 
,green and yellow, ,their colors softened by a century of rain and sun. 
Plants and flowers in the streets, climbing up the walls, and even on the 
roofs! Grey stone archways and long fli,ghts of steps and gates. that still 
are closed at night with enormous hooks of twisted iron. In the market 
place huge heaps orf golden oranges and purple egg1 plants, rough brown 
cocoanuts, and scarlet peppers. And to contrast with it all, as though there 
were too much color running riot, all the people are black, that is, all ex-
ce,pt a meager nine or ten per cent of the popufation. 
There are do,zens of interesting things aJbout St. Thomas. Go into 
one of its stucco homes and, when dinner time comes, you will be served 
with •a rigrht royal pepper-pot, which is just another word for West Indian 
goulash. The pe,p•pe,r-pot in a West Indian household is like the sacred 
fire tended by the vestals at Rome. It must always be kept simlmering on 
the hearth. Of course new materials are added from time to time, but 
there is always something left in the pot, and that's wha:t makes it good. 
One group of people on St. Thomas call themselves "Cha-Chas," though 
why they are known by this name no one knows. They are a group of 
French who have kept themselves strictly apart from the natives. They 
claim to ibe descended from Huguenots who came to the islands after the 
Revocation of .the Edict of Nantes, but the fact that they are m1ostly Cath-
olics tends to discredit this statement. 
Yet, h01Wever beautiful, giamorous, and resourceful these islands may 
be, the United States has neglected them shamefully since theY' came into 
her possession, until now their natural resources are mostly gone and their 
industry and commerce are in a state of decline. Of course, we paid but 
a paltry twenty-five milli,on for them, but wouldn't it be interesting, if 
nothing else, to see what we could make on our investment? 
-4-
w bile Lying in the Sun 
I grappled with the gods for happiness; 
Sore-wasted, and the priceless gift unwon, 
I crept away for shame and hid myself, 
And found the prize while lying in the sun. 
Therefore 
Because days come and go in spite of joys, 
In spite of birdsong and unceasing tears -
Therefore - therefore I'll walk life's many ways 
With high heart, young courage, and no fears. 
J. v. 
Because these days are short and hasten by, 
Because birdsongs will soon be still and hushed-
Therefore - therefore I'll sing and deeply breathe 
The fragrance of young life ere it be crushed. 
J. V. 
The Chapel 
FRANK EVERET VISSCHER, '34 
•Gray stone, stern stone, smooth stone, strong stone, 
Heaped in gll'aceful symmetry, 
Fashioned after Gothic types, 
Designed with Grecian purity, 
And fit for God to call a home. 
Tower yearning toward the sky, 
Yet anchored fast to earth, you seem 
To represent the hope, the joy 
Which in our hearts we- dearly hold, 
Which ever heavenward would fly. 
Chimes that seew to catch at chords 
Within our breasts, you strive to warn, 
Without offending, that the golden 
Hours are slipping swiftly past 
And we must make their mem'ry bright. 
Windows stained with gold, with red, 
!Which picture saints of ages past, 
You seem alive to those who dare 
To rise above mere time and space. 
And strive to gra,sp undying things. 
Organ grand, your tones sulblime 
Can so,oth and heal the deepest wounds 
Which troubled humans ever knew, 
Can lift to heights. before unscaled, 
Or plunge to depths of deepest gloom. 
The West is call,ing to the Sun, 
And in this hour the chapel glows 
With all its sacred loveliness; 
Go see, and listen for its call: 
"Be true to God; be true, be true!" 
-4-
Star-Dust and Waves 
Today is dull and darksome, 
Today is very drear; 
But yesterday I saw the sea -
The memory is dear. 
Today I have no choice; I go 
The weary way I must; 
But yesternight I saw the stars -
My eyes still feel their dust. J. V. 
11 
The New Humanism 
CLARK V ANDERSALL POLING, '33. 
WHAT is this thing people call New Humanism, which has caused enough passionate discussion to inspire one wr!ter t~ declare that his "notion of a sound-1proof room was one m which you could 
hear no discussion of Humanism," and which Harry Emerson Fosdick 
claims is the most considerable religious movement, in intellectual impor-
tance, of recent years? 
To begin with, in the words of Norman Foerster, New Humanism is 
a "working philosophy." Its essential teachings ar~ n?t ne~, but are two 
milleniums old; for among the Greeks the humamst1c attitude came as 
a protest against the traditional formalistic religion of the day, and 
during the time of Renaissance the attitude came as a reaction to the 
excessive glorification of "the after life" and the over-stressing of man-
kind's depravity. The humanistic philosophy insists upon the supreme 
value of human personality, and argues that the goal of all endeavor 
should be the highest possible development of mankind in accordance 
with the best that past and modern knowledge and experience can ~each. 
This attitude in its bare essentials has been advocated by men as diverse 
as Plato, Confucius, Buddha, Paul, Virgil and Milton. And though the 
essentials have passed down unchanged through the years, each genera-
tion has put its own peculiar stress on Humani_sm, for each ha~ fom:id 
itself confronted with different problems to which to oppose this phil-
osophy. 
In the Middle Ages, Humanism faced the problem of "other worldli-
ness"; today New Humianism is facing th~ pr,cJiblem ?f "this wo_rldliness." 
It comes as a reaction to the over-emphasis of material prosperity, natur-
ism and uncontrolled indulgence in self-expression. Though it was not 
until the last decade that New Humanism was articulated as a movement, 
its leaders and inspiring spirits, Paul Elmer More, and Irving ~abbitt, 
have for the last quarter of a century been steadfastly challengmg the 
loose spirit of modernism cropping out in art and literature, both con-
fused and futile, and flaunting itself in lax morals and s.piritual poverty. 
Again to quote Norman ;Fo~rster, "The modern t~mper has produced a 
terrible headache " and 1t 1s as a remedy to this headache that New 
Humanism has co~e. At least such is the estimate of its advocates. 
As has been said, Paul Elmer More and Irving Babbitt are its lead-
ing spirits. In seeking a definition it is well to consider them as proto-
types, for they represent the best that is in New Humani_sm and though 
they differ in part~culars, unlike many supposed humamsts, they h~ve 
acknowledged certam common ground. This common ground, accordmg 
to Professor More, is their belief that man is an end in himself, that 
there is dualism in his being, that he possesses free will and is answer-
able f~r his actions, that he possesses, an inner check, a {rein vital, and 
that he is capable of self-direction. 'J:'.hey maintain t~at man i;S not a 
senseless cog, a chaotic mass of sensat10n, a helpless piece of d_riftw_ood, 
nor a pawn in the ha~d of a benevolent heavenly_ father. _T~e1r _Philos-
ophy is a working philosophy of morals, attemptmg to d1stmguish be-
tween humanity and matter, between the natural and the superna~ura}. 
Its central maxim is "nothmg too much" - the golden mean. Its aim 1s 
good proportions. It would seek to pick up a stick at the middle utilizing 
both ends. 
So in defining the New Humanism we may consider it as a philosophy 
centering about distinctively human interests, receiving its impetus from 
men themselves recognizing a peculiar difference between man and all 
other life· a philosophy which aims at the highest perfection for the 
individual' human which constantly seeks the "golden mean," avoiding 
all excuses, striving constantly toward perfect poise and balance. At 
its best, New Humanism receives its inspiration from the finest sources 
12 
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of hi:man knowledge and ~xperience. It draws deeply upon classical 
learm_ng and though_t, but 1t never loses sight of the validity of new 
kexper11ednce nor the importance of further discoveries in the fields of now e ge. 
. Th~ coming of New Humanism is opportune· under its leaders it is 
~bJict_ively opposed _to conditions which every thoughtful person' must 
ep_ore. In attempt~ng to evaluate the New Humanism, it is most con-
Ieme~t fir1\ to consider the possible good it may effect in contemporary 
mencan 1 ~ and thoi:ght. To begin with, it may prove invaluable as 
fh protrst agamst cert~1n_ modern ~endencies. In its refusal to repudiate 
e_ va ue o~ the past 1t 1s protestmg against the present da ne lect of 
pohte learn_mg. It ha~ consistently opposed the widesprea~ dif re ard 
for convent_1~nal morahty. And it is a distinct protest ag-ainst any !nd-
ey~d. fanatic1s~ w~ether manifested in extreme behaviorism or rabid 
rehg10us emotionahsm. 
fu:r:ther, it can make a positive contribution as an antidote to mental 
con us10n a~d ~hoddiness by exerting a sane balancing influence The 
tr;:e1 humamst IS ~fnstapt~y seeking to m~ke distinctions; he is s~eking af c ~ar cutbworld. He 1s m search of reahty, utilizing every convenience 
0 scienc~, . ut nev~r perm~tt~ng _his methods and instruments to over-
shadow pis mt~rest 1~ the d1stmctive humanity of men. It is this demand 
fhr dcJ~nty winch stnkes. at the prevalent tendency of emotional mental 
~ 0 th !nesst. And h~~~n, m_ the application of their central maxim of 
no mg oo muc 1t strikes at the American weakne f t 
Today is_ the age of "big things." "Battles of the Cent~~y"orar:x ;~f~~ 
sevefal times ea_ch ye~r. Men blatantly broadcast the cost of this building 
or. o that _motion picture. They put on the biggest expositions The 
b~1ld the. biggest bui!,d~ngs. I!l short the average American is obsesse~ 
with the Idea of th~ biggest.' He worships novelty. And it is just such 
~xcT~s that humamsm tends to counteract. It seeks poise balance the 
go_ ent mean.'' And that is something that every per~on can 'well aspire o. 
Yet, J?O evaluatio~ of the ~e~ Humanism would be complete without 
ihe me!1,t1on of certam very s1gmficant weaknesses. In the first place all 
b ~f AI~sh are n?t o~ the same high intellectual calibre as More or Bab-
1 • n uma_msm m the hands of lesser men, because it discards super-
natural h restramt, may assume threatening proportions. Humanism is 
not a P 1loso:phy that can be reduced to precept, to be learned by ever 
man. It requires a background of culture to which few men attain An~ 
man can presum~ the tenets of More's teachings, but few would b~ able 
to go for:ward with. them toward his goal. It is easy enough to say that 
you are_ mterested 1~ humanity, but that is not all there is to the New 
H1;1mdmsm. It r~quires a clear head, fortifted by scholarships, and in-
spi~e by some 1!1,her~nt fine~ess. All men, unfortunately, are not so 
equipped. Humamsm Is essen!ially a philosophy for the intellectual aris-
tocrat. And for that matter, its leaders do not insist that it is anything 
other than that: But there are always a few men who foolishly venture 
out beyond tpe1r depth, men who over-estimate their own abilities who 
attempt to digest the food of intellectual giants and miserably ch~ke to 
~ea~h. And so, 'Yhen Humanism is taken up by men who would popular-
ize it, as a certa1_n N~w -y-ork clergyman attempted, it becomes ludicrous 
~nd loses all of its vitality. As the philosophy of Babbitt and M r ·f 
Is a powerful force_ capable of great service to contemporary life bu€ i~ 
the hands of less gifted persons it is, at best, a barren philosophy. 
_And a fur~her weakness of the New Humanism exists in what many 
believe to be its greatest virtue. Its insistance upon the "golden mean" 
~t first appea~s laudable. But such insistance is after all negative for 
~t puts a p_rem~um upon. the avoi~ance of attitudes. Consequently Hu:nan-
1sm must mev1tably fa_1l to retam the enthusiasm of pos3ible ac'herents. 
Men, because of some mherent quality, are instinctively attracted to big 
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challenges. The founder of Christianity knew what he was doing when 
he couched his teachings in positive commands, when he demanded great 
things from his followers. It is a peculiar fact of history that men 
can not hold to a middle way. Mankind is either going up or down -
up toward some supernatural spirit, or down to naturism. The New 
Humanism when it fails to comply with this fact of history is treading 
upon dangerous ground. 
And finally the most dangerous weakness of the New Humanism is 
its attitude toward religion and supernatural inspiration. Many of its 
proponents would discard religion entirely, while others are satisfied 
with a casual acceptance of religion's importance. Though Babbitt and 
More are willing to admit that for themselves religion is necessary, they 
hesitate to condemn those who discard it completely, and apparently 
remain uncertain as to their own position. Humanism, by itself, is dis-
tinctly not a religion. Nevertheless, people mistake it for an all satisfy-
ing philosophy, and attempt to apply it to the problems of their daily 
life. At first this may work, for men cannot obliterate the effect of 
religious background over night. And, whether they will or not, they 
continue to be influenced by their religious heritage. But the danger lies 
in the second generation which would grow up without the restraining 
and enriching influences of religion. When the New Humanism does not 
recognize the necessity of some supernatural spirit it is cutting against 
the grain of human nature, for men always h:ive a wistful l?nging for 
some superior power, more than human, to which to turn. It 1s all very 
well to exalt humanity; but will men ever be satisfied to address their 
prayers to "the distinct quality of humanity?" Do we need to be rational 
about everything? "Omnia exeunt in mysterium." 
Sand Dunes of Lake Michigan 
PHILLIP A. ENGEL, '31. 
Rugged dunes, 
Fronting the waves with their cargo 
of polished sticks and slumber tunes, 
Skirting this tremulous blue of the lake, 
Bright where bloodroots and fawn lilies wake, 
Your warmth and peace reveal to me 
Your luminous identity. 
Each tiny stream of sand, 
Each hourglass at the wind's command, 
Feeds your beauty with a shy caress, 
Pours me your sandy loveliness. 
The moon swims in a rpale grey mist 
That gilds with ghostly flame 
The gaunt, thin-fingered limbs, 
That swaying trees 





DOROTHY WHITE, '34 
N AAMAN1S wife looked at her pretty slave girl with surprise. "Why are you so anxious that my, husba<nd go to this prophet to be cured, my child?" she asked. Naanah's eyes fell and a_ slow blush rose 
over her sweet face. "Because he is y-our husiband, mi.stress, and because 
he has been so kind to me." Her mfatress was unisatisfied witlh this an-
1.:'JWer forr she had seen a strrang-e glearn1 in the .brown eyes when Naaman 
had said that he would go. It had been but a flash and then the eyes 
were lowered and subdued. But N aanah would give no other answer than 
her desire for her master's health. 
But her curiosity once aroused, the mistress seldom rested until it 
was satisfied. She was kind and loving. Her type of curio,sity was one 
that s,ought out sorrow that might ;JJe comforted and pain that might be 
eased. However, try as she might, she saw no action of Naanalh's that 
betrayed a.norther motive. 
But there was one thing s•he overl-Ooked. By special arrangement, 
Naanah was the one who took her master's breakfaist to him every morn-
ing. As she left the room Eban, a slave ,boy of Naamian's entered to help 
his master dress.. It was well knO!WD that E'ban would accompany the 
master on his trip to Israel. Two or three words each day, a nod, a 
smuggled note, and Naanah's plans were made, too. 
Finally, Naaman and his host left. He had been advised iby the little 
slave girl to see, first, the king -o:f fs-r,ael. When he arrived at the king's 
court a hustle and bustle of activity began. ,Who would notice the absence 
o:f one little slave boy? He hurried through the courts gla'I1Cing now and 
then at a little diagram he held in his hand. Finally he found a small 
room almost hidden under the great stairway. In this he found an old 
man and a child. He drew near and mad,e himself known and then told 
them of the granddaughter and sister who had been stolen so many years 
before. Naanah's grandf.ath.er',s eyes glistened as he heard of her. But 
only a mioment could Eban stay, so he heard their messages to Naanah 
and hurried back to serve his master. 
The rest of the story is well known to all. N aaman found Elisha and 
was made well. It was with great rejoicing that he returned home where 
a little slave girl waited anxiously for news of her family. 
--4--
When Faith Wells Up 
THEODORE SCHAAP, '32 
When I corniider life in aJl its pleasant forms, 
The friends I love, the home ,I call my own, 
The crimson rose that scents the morning air, 
Or azure skies that span from zone to zone-
Then on my soul a joy beyond compare, 
Bids me to lift my heart in ardent prayer, 
And whisper low, "0 Lord, I thank Thee." 
But when I think on life's mysterious gloom, 
Wihy friends so dear are now but mournful memories, 
Why days are darkened by the dismal clouds 
And why the g.ood must suffer needless cruelties-
'l'\hen faith wells up to tear away the shrouds, 
It helps :me look through tears beyond those cJ.ouds, 
And whisper low, "0 Lor<l, I thank Thee." 
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Rainbow's End 
PAUL BROUWER, '31 
W HEN N ~Ila finally married Craig Oonger she felt like hugging hers:lf m ~lee. A _brilliant young doctor, already enjoy1ing a secme practice was mde,ed a ,g1ood "catch." 
f 
. "Not ,~hat I don't lov_e Cr;ig," she had confided to one of her intimate 
n~ds. Why, I love him madly! But one can't live on love. Watch 
Craig make mone~-oh, heaps of it-and I'll help hdm," she added in a 
~urst_ of ~onfident ass?rance, her dark eyes sparkling as she pictured in 
imagmatlon her luxurious future. 
f1.s for Cr:1ig, 1any,one who might have asked him, ipoint blank, why he 
fell m loye w~th Nella, would pl'obably, have received a shrug in reply, 
perhaps 1llumi~ed by the vague anSIWer that "there's something about 
~e_lla that captiva~es 7?e completely. Her beauty, her force, her congen-
mhty, her determmat10n-oh, a thousand reasons. why, and no reason 
why. I Iove her, that's all-passiona,tely." 
. So N eUa hugged herself in glee when she and Craig cla,sped hands-
irrevocaibly. 
, . Thr~e ye.ars p~ssed in s_erene happ!ness. The community had accepted 
CI"aig w~th enthusiasm. His modest mcome was steadily mounting, al-
th_ough ~o,o, slowl:y, t;o _be sure, for Nelia's impatient desires. Craig watched 
w~th n:imgled masgivmg and delight his ;wife's co_ncern over mone,tary 
m~ters. M,~ey_ was no deep concern to him, but his wo,rk was. He toiled 
assiduously, his mcome. in no degree proportionate to the amount of his 
labor:, But what mattered that? Money meant mere competency not 
happ:1ness. ' 
In the cour,s.e of another year, their home-life was strained each 
equally stubborn and intracta•ble. Craig tried to face his diiemma 
squarely. _True, he loved Nella, heart and soul. Her fascination over-
whelmed him, and at times he almost yielded to her persuasion. Why not 
mia~e mi°re money? Charge more! Exact huge ,sums. from wealthy 
pati~nts. Why not? 'But he could not _bring himself to that; he would 
~ot if he ~ou.ld. It would be _be,tter to die than ruthlessly cast aside his 
ideals. LI-fe would be too futile, too harsh. Nothing colder than money. 
The situat_ion grew de.spcrnfo and :finally, wdth his back against the 
wall, he gave m to the one way that might ibring relief. His, physique 
was not ro:bust, and to slave more than he a1ready was doing would soon 
over-tax his Il.:eager strength. ~ut a stimulant would quicken his spent 
strength sufficiently to en=;ble him to carry on. To sustain him, "dope" 
w:ould b~ !1ec,essary--;-eocame,. heroin, morphine-easily obtainaible from 
his physician s supphes. Craig was no f.o,ol · he realized to what a d·e-
spicab_le life drug-addiction leads. But he f~lt compelled to do it. Be-
cause he loved N el!a, he was p-owerless. 
II 
. G;radually, as Nella's monetary demands increased, he found himself 
pilfermg m?rre and more heroin. Nella evidently ne,ither noticed, nor 
c~red ~o notice the cadaver_ous _hollowness of his cheeks, the pallid tint of 
his skim, the craven_ l?ok m his eyies. Her social aspirations consumied 
h~1'. every energy, _dnvmg her on t~ard the phantom goal of ,social recog-
rntlon. And she m turn goaded hrm, :pitilessly, persistently., 
. With in<:reasing doc~lity he followed her commands. He scourged 
himself to toil day an~ rnght. H~ c~rse~ himself, at times, forr being so 
weak, but her dynamic personality mevitably overwhelmed his. If he 
could but despise her! Oftentimes he woud try, vaiinly exerting his will-
power against hers, and one time with tragic consequen~es. 
16 
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He had gone upstairs to sleep, leaving orders with Nella not to be 
awakened for anytihing; he needed rest. !She promised with a nod. 
While he slept, Nella sat reading downstairs. The 'phone rang, and 
she answered it with a curt "Dr. Conger's residence." A man's voice, 
strangely familiar, sputtered inarticulately. 
"'I\n sorry, but the Doctor cannot be disturbed. Who? Mr. Dieterle 
.... Mr. J. L. Dieterle'! (This was different, and her ex,pressiOill revealed 
this.) Mr. Jack L. Dieterle of the Dieterle's,, social c.a.ptains of a Chicago 
coterie wh:> just at present were basking in the admdration of small-torwn, 
Cedar Grove aspirants, Mrs. Conger among them. A flush-reddened her 
:face. She continued with sudden animation in her voice, "Certainly, Mr. 
Dieterle; I'll send him right over." A pause, well-timed, followed, and 
then rwith an ingratia.tdng smile in her voice, "Ah .... ah .... nothing 
serious, I hope? No, not YiOUr darling wife.? Oh I'm so sorry .... so 
sorry. Ye,s, right over." 
Mrs. Congell." rushed up the stairs, calling as she went. With an al-
most violent haste she shook the Doctor's shoulder. He sighed and o,pened 
his eyes, dark pools that now glowed wibh a weird, stifled gleam, a gleam 
that flickered and fluctuated l:>etween a dead dullness and a piercing 
hrightness. 
"Craig, Mr. Dieterle .... Craig, are you awake? Craig, oh Craig, 
listen. Mr. Dieterle needs y,ou right away. You know Mr. Jack Dieterle 
of Ghic,ago, visiting iwith the Lawrences. Craig .... 
The Doc.tor dropped his eye-lids as though they were weighted. 
Almost tmiperceptlibly his muscles tightened, gathered together. The fur-
row between his black brows deepened. But Mrs. Conger, hastily urgent, 
persisted. 
"Craig, answer me! Craig, Craig, Mr. Dieterle, The Mr. Dieterle 
has called up for you, think ,of it, you. And here " 
!She never finished. W,ith an infuriated snarl, the Doctor leaped from 
his bed, yelling' insanely. !!is eyes buLged froll.: their sockets; _the tendons 
of his neck were taut With ia mad,man's shne:k he threw h1mself upon 
her. 1She screamed 'and fled; but he intercepted her, an~ shouting 
hoarsely, beat her into insensibility. :She sank to the flo,or, a hmp for!11· 
Outside, the excited cries of a crowd attracted by Nella's screams m-
creased in volume. He suddenly sa.gged; and without a backiward glance 
left the room hollow-eyed and gaunt, as though some mys.terious fire 
within had been quenched. Every feature depicted fatigue-not the 
fatigue of physical over-exertion, but the utter weariness -that acc~m-
pa.nies a crushed spirit. A cyclone of anger ihad surged thr,ough h1m1, 
turbulently, leaving irremediable damage in its wake. 
As he slowly descended the stairs, tremor.s coursed through his body. 
Each step downward brought a more poignant realizatio_n of ":'hat he 
had done. Exactly whJt. he :feare<l would happen, sometrm~-; his body 
drugged, his mind uns.tahle, his. em?tions_ u~controlled, and res, uncon-
trollaible. He was a craven :bowmg m abJect1on before ·a habit that con-
sumed with fire,. He loved her :Passionately. Hadn't he taken to "dope" 
so that he might indirectly please her 'I Amd yet he had _beate!l her .... 
whv? He was ,a crazy fool, ihe thought. But she drove hif!1 to 1t ... p;o,or, 
beautiful, 1blind woman. He suddenly rememlbere1 Nella lymg unconscious 
and unattended upstairs, and reascended the stairs. 
By the time Nella had regained consciousness, a blustering policeman 
had bounded up the stairs, demanding the cause for the outlandish scream-
ing. His rush was sto,pped short at the bedroom ~oomyay by tJ:ie D?ctor, 
who, with a delicate motion and the, ghost of a smile, s1lenced his boister-
ous questions. 
"I aiml the man you want. I have beaten my wife." He said it gently 
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and .simply, thougih resigned to a great but inevitable dis•as.ter. 
. The officer's face sh~w.ed no le_s~ surprise than Nella's. She protested 
e:ire1tedly from her rechnmg pos1bon on the ,bed, and insirsted that the 
matter be instantly dropped. 
"Really, officer, Craig is blameless- I •.•. I slipped on the newly-
:"a~ed floor ,and ah .... ah .... bumped my head. The Doctor is only 
J,okmg .... honestly, office_r. Please go away. Craig is blameless. Her 
lame excuses proved sufficient to the officer, and he, left, muttering dis-
:gust~dly ,because ·of the excuses he must give to the curious, gaping crowd 
outside. 
No sooner had the officer left than Craig rushed to Nella's side,. 
"My darling," he sobbed, "I'm sorry .... sorry." 
"lt's my fault, all my fault. You've ,been overworking, honey. Take 
it easier, a, little, will you?" 
The Doctor nodded silently, tears, of joy trickling down his f.ace. Sud-
denly, Nel1a threw her arms around his, neck and broke down like a child 
whispering ,between choking, sobs her love for him. The Doctor hugged 
her to him. !She was his .... again. 
-4>--
Hope 
GERALD HEERSMA, '34. 
0 Hope, bright inspiration of the soul! 
Depressed by toil and bitter sadd'ning loss, 
Come teach us now that earth is not our goal, 
While we on waves of turbulency toss. 
When stranded on the isle of dim despair 
With naught but seething sea about its sand 
And wreckage of tlie ships that once were fair, 
Oh I come and tell us of a promised land. 
Give us this day a pu:r,pose in our life, 
A work that we may joyously perform, 
An object for this day of ceaseless strife. 
Our hearts engrossed in toil will then be warm; 
0 one of three, blest attribute of man! 
Inspire our hearts, their dying embers fan. 
-4>--
He Didn't Know 
JUSTIN V ANDER KOLK, '31 
He told me when I talked with him 
In frank and friendly way, 
That life to him seemed rather strange, 
"I don't quite know," he'd say. 
He didn't know, but still he smiled, 
And worked from day to day, 
And gave himself for other folks 
In every sort of way. 
He was a very kindly man, 
But seemed a trifle mad, 
Especially when he'd say, "It's well 
God keeps me hungry, lad." 
Getting Astride the Pony 
EDGAR T. DE GRAFF, '31 
SO JOYOU1S I should not have felt, nor have so proudly patted myself upon the back - and I did feel joyous and did pat myself upon the back - upon being asked to join the "Pegasus' Pony" Contributing 
Group, nor have so happily - and splashingly, too, for there was a 
blowing rain tliat early October evening - walked the four long blocks 
to the place where the Group was to assemble, had I realized how difficult 
it would be for me to get astride the "Pony." 
Immediately upon entering tlie room where the gentlemen were gatlI-
ered, I must confess I sensed this difficulty. Here were intelligentsia; I 
saw at a glance that they were quite different from any that I had ever 
previously associated with, or even viewed from afar. Longer, wavier 
hair had tliey, larger, dreamier eyes, lengthier, broader-knuckled fingers, 
and they carried thicker, more worn leather note books in their upper 
right hand vest pockets. Truly, super-intelligentsia they were! 
That I was right, in my sensing, I was certain, when after a long, 
long period of meditative silence the intelligentsia began to converse. 
Intelligentsia always have a long, long period of meditative silence and 
then converse, you know. "Whence and Whither," one said he was going 
to discuss in the next issue. "Whence and Whither," mind you! Why 
that was a problem that had baffled the whole line of philosophers, 
Thales to Socrates to James! Here was a youth, yes, a pink-cheeked 
smiling youth, who held the key to the problem. What grey matter must 
be his! What synapses I Anotlier lightly remarked that he was going 
to trace through the "Glorious Evolutional Trend of Modern Poetry," 
and added a touching phrase about the "passing" of Amy Lowell. An-
other said that he considered the cadence of "the quality of mercy is not 
strained" should be "thump, thump, thump," instead of "thumpity, thump-
ity, thump." "Merciless Thumps" was to be this gentleman's topic. A 
sonnet or two, or three, yet another was going to contribute - sonnets 
on the "Mysterious Charm of the Pink and White Baldwin Apple Blos-
som" and on the "Sparkle of Greenland's Icy Mountains." Still another 
for his theme chose to compare the growth of architecture to the devel-
opment from a small acorn of a "Magnificent Spreading Oak," and an 
oak- I believe he said - "bedecked with gorgeously verdant leaves and 
with the most bushy-tailed of all bushy-tailed squirrels." 
If I was certain, after listening to the discussion of tlie "Contributing 
Group" that it should be difficult for me to get astride "Pegasus' Pony," 
I was positive that I should never mount this flying horse when the 
leader of the group turned to me and asked for "something whimsically 
imaginative." Of course, I did not answer- I had noticed tliat the in-
telligentsia did not respond to direct questions - but I - and, too, like 
the intelligentsia - thoughtfully put my left hand to my forehead, 
knowingly half smiled, and sleepily closed both eyes. 
That night, on my cot, before going to sleep, I lay for long hours try-
ing to think of something "whimsically imaginative," but of nothing 
"whimsically imaginative" could I think - at least nothing with which 
"Pegasus' Pony" would care to soar to fanciful heights. The next day 
and the next, and for several days following I gave myself earnestly, 
diligently, to the search- and sometimes a bit frantically - but try 
as I might, was ever most unsuccessful. 
But after all my searching, all my unsuccessfulness, I do not feel 
down-hearted, discouraged. Indeed not! That is, I do not feel down-
hearted or discouraged any more. For only the other day one of the 
"Contributing Group" told me that it had taken him one hour and forty-
19 
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two minutes to find that very something for which I had so long been 
looking, - "something" for the "Pony" and something "whimsically im-
aginative." And he had softly whispered to me, too, as he le!t, that he 
had been aided in his imaginating- and just think of this! - by a 
"babbling brook, a willow tree and a d11eamy, dreamy moon." 
Tails and More Tails 
MARTIN KLOOSTERMAN, '31 
IT WAS twilight in the early part of the month of March when Dan Bristol was left alone to watch the fire under a large kettle of boiling maple sap. His father and brothers had all gone to the house with 
the oxen to do the chores and the milking. Being the youngest it was 
natural that he should be left to tend the fire and the kettle. About 
seven o'clock one of the older brothers was to relieve him, taking up the 
watch till midnight. 
Moving to and fro before the fire, Dan had not much chance to notice 
the growing darkness or to think about the loneliness of the forest. He 
was busy piling up a night's supply of wood and watching the kettle. 
Suddenly he stood still as he heard the plaintive sound of a wolf's 
howl in the distance. Now wolves were still plentiful in that sparsely 
settled country and after a hard winter they were known to eat small 
boys. Hadn't Bill, his next older brother said before he left, "Look out 
for the wolves, Dan. You know they'll eat a little fellow only thirteen 
years old." 
When he heard the sound again it was much closer. Nearer and 
nearer came the wolf. There was no time to think about quaking knees. 
He jumped into an old sap barrel, and it was none too soon, for an old 
she-wolf trotted into the light of the fire, attracted by the enticing odor 
of the boiling sap. But now she see~ed to smell ~omething ~Ise, f?r she 
went cautiously to the barrel and smffed around it. Not satisfied m the 
first attempt, she went round and round till poor Dan was in a terrible 
predicament. Thrusting his hand through the :bung-hole he clutched the 
wolf's bushy tail, pulled it into the barrel, and tied a knot in the ~ail. A 
second later out jumped Dan, and the wolf bounded away draggmg the 
barrel bumpety-bump behind her. 
About a year later Dan was again watching the fire while the others 
went to do the chores. As he watched the kettle, he heard a rumbling 
sound like distant thunder. As he listened the rumbling came again, 
louder this time. Nearer and nearer it came, growing constantly in 
volume. Surely, this was no thunder for no~ it seemed to be just <!ver 
the edge of the hill. Half-bewildered, half-frightened, Dan tumbled mto 
a sap barrel standing on a sled near the fire. Through the bung-hole 
he was able to see the woods, whence the sound came. Wide-eyed, he 
watched as into the light of the fire there trotted the old wolf with the 
barrel still tied to her tail, and five little wolves each with a keg tied to 
its tail. 
NOTE - This is a story of the woods of Northern Michigan as my 
high school English teacher used to tell it. I have taken the libert~ to 
make several changes in details and style of narration. I do not believe 
the story has ever before been put in written form. 
Imaginary Letter from a Young Man 
IVAN JOHNSON, '32 
To His Mother 
Sunday, April 5, 1931. 
Dear Mother: 
Easter has come again and, realizing the eternal promise of its name, 
has brought with it all the radiance of spring. And what a triumph for 
the ladies! You have, I know, remarked how persistently it rains upon 
Easter Sunday, and I have always held such inclemency to be a special 
vexation sent by Providence against those vain creatures who put too 
much stock in the power of their new bonnets; perhaps the economic 
crisis has somewhat lessened the evil. In any event there are today no 
threatening clouds to jeopardize their finery. 
At the services this morning our pastor spoke at great length con-
cerning heaven and eternal life, and led me, I fear, into dangerous or 
at least quite unorthodox channels of thought. I could not help feeling 
that Heaven must be slightly boring, going on endlessly without Christ-
mas vacations and home-comings in June with over-indulgent mothers 
waiting to kill the fatted rooster. I am that mundane that it taxes my 
imagination and patience to consider living forever, and never growing 
old. Even youth, Mother, sometimes gets tiresome. I am inclined to 
believe that the leaves have a much better system - going through the 
whole thrilling process once a year. Think of the joy of bursting forth 
with a brand new and perfect body every spring; of rushing into full-
blown youth, of whispering away the drowsy summer months to fall at 
last on the receptive bosom of the earth. And I am confident that the 
fall is no less interesting than the budding. But for those who dread 
the ennui of paradise there is one consoling thought. They do say we 
have a choice. 
I have sensational news, so prepare yourself for a shock. I worked 
yesterday - actually dug in the cool brown soil with my ungloved hands. 
And, Mother, it was glorious! I wore a blue shirt and trousers that were 
torn. My face was streaked with dirt (I suspect I rubbed some on pur-
posely to make it more realistic) and there was even blood where a rose 
thorn caught me. Do you know, Mother, I haven't felt so completely 
satisfied with myself for weeks. This may be treason, but some day, 
when I have failed to become the foreign diplomat, or whatever impos-
sible thing you dreamed me, I shall turn my back upon a scornful world 
and live happily ever after as a gardener. How infinitely more enchant-
ing it must be to watch the unfolding of a rose~bud than the argument 
in a doctor's thesis! 
You must, by this time, be praying that I cease, lest I express a 
desire to turn racketeer or book salesman. But I assure you that you 
need worry about nothing except keeping intact the perfect state of 
health and spirits that has always been the salvation of our home. Relay 
my greetings to the other members of our clan, and in those brief mo-
ments that are saved from serving them, remember, 








Imaginary Letter from a Young Mait 
IVAN JOHNSON, 132 
To His Sweetheart 
May 2, 1931. 
Dearest Julie: 
Birthdays demand a celebration; and since in our separated existences 
I find no greater joy than that of writing to you, I have chosen that 
delightful duty in honor of my natal day. 
To have put the "teen" age behind one is generally conceded to be 
a sign of maturity and the approach of stern manhood, yet it is for us 
who have just reached that stage to realize how scant a wall divides the 
man from the child. We are still playthings of fancy and desire. Our 
fears and troubles are no less trivial than those that beset a child, and 
what men call wisdom is but the bolder and impassive front which they 
have learned to assume. The seeming difference is only outward. We 
are but the better actors. 
Poets have ever lamented the fading with childhood of the heavenly 
vision which assures us of another and a better world - "the glory and 
the dream" of Wordsworth. If mere man, such as I, does have recollec-
tions of "that imperial palace whence he came" only to have them "fade 
into the light of common day," there is yet one consolation which you, 
my sweet Julie, have helped me to find. I am willing to renounce the 
problematical visions of childhood for the tangible bliss of man's nearest 
approach to heaven - the .state of being in love. 
I must not fail to describe a disturbing dream I experienced several 
nights ago. I dreamed that I was ill, and as I lay on my sick-bed, two 
comely maidens appeared. One of them merely stared at me with cold, 
denying eyes; the other took my hand and with the healing of her smile 
soothed my hurt. I knew that this angelic person was you, yet the other, 
the immovable one, was likewise your image; and when I cried out that 
she was not Julie, she turned her cheerless face once more towards me 
and I could not deny. 
I awoke dismayed and have puzzled over the possible significance of 
the dream ever since. I now hold it to be symbolical of the situation in 
which every young man finds himself who is in love for the first time. 
For him, the object of his adoration exists in two distinct forms - the 
cold disdainful creature whose possession seems but a vain dream, and 
the sweet yielding girl whose lightest touch of the hand sends his spirits 
soaring. But the true interpretation of my dream, you alone can tell. 
The moon was full last night, and walking through the magic world 
which it made of the park, I discovered the derivation of the word lun-
atic; for there is more madness in a moonbeam than in a siren's song. 
My fancy ran unbridled, and instead of the face of the mythical man, I 
saw in the moon another, indescribably more beautiful, and ,becoming to 
the Queen of Heaven. 
Your letters make events of common days. Here is an opportunity 




The Great American Tragedy 
CLARK POLING, '33 
0 UR story opens on Friday; much of it takes ,place on Saturday and Sunday; and it ends on Monday. It concerns itself with two brothers, the older of whom was called Jim, the younger Bill. It was spring 
time and young boys of eight and ten were no longer required to wear 
rubbers, scratchy underwear, and overcoats. A few daring spirits had 
already plunged into the icy waters of the river, a la Lady Godiva to ,be 
sure, but what sport! Trees were breaking out in foliage and the soft 
breezes of late April carried the scent of early flowers. Sunday was to be 
May day and all the world was happy and youthful. 
At school Jim sat behind a girl named Mary Elizabeth. Her hair fell 
down about her shoulders in long tight curls which held a peculiar fasci-
nation for Jim. On Friday when she took her seat, two of them dropped 
upon his desk. Quickly he put a thumb-tack through the soft roll of one. 
And later when she moved suddenly her hair caught, causing her to make 
a little cry. The teacher heard and, looking at her, said, "What is the 
matter, Mary Elizabeth?" 
"Nothing," she replied, but when the teacher's back was turned she 
whispered, "Jimmy, please undo my hair." She twisted in her seat and 
faced him; her eyes were watery. Gosh I girls were sissies. They 
couldn't stand much. But she had not told. 
Though Jim was very young, it was spring and Mary Elizabeth was 
sweet and very pretty. He noticed that her arms were soft, unlike his 
own; and her hair smelled strangely sweet. 
But even the mysterious attractiveness of a little girl cannot hold the 
undivided attention of a ten-year-old boy. A few weeks previous the 
brothers' father had promised them both something special if their 
spring report cards were up to a certain standard. Jim had asked for 
an Indian suit and Bill wanted a cowboy outfit. They had picked them 
out of a mail order catalogue. But when the report cards came home, 
Jim's alone was satisfactory; and, to add torture to misery, he taunted 
his brother. 
On Saturday, for the first time, Jim wore his new suit. As leader of 
the neighborhood gang, of which Bill was a tag-along member, he per-
suaded the boys to go hunting frogs on the willow-lined banks of the 
Charles river. 
Hunting frogs is an art, and Jim and his gang through much practice 
were proficient at it. They would walk cautiously along the bank, and 
when frogs basking there would jump with a "klug" into the water, the 
boys would crouch and wait silently for Mr. Frog's reappearance. When 
the green head poked out, if it was close enough, there would 'be a quick 
swoop of a hand and out on the bank the frog would go where he was 
soon captured and condemned to splash around in a pail. 
In the midst of their hunting for frogs the gang came upon a flat 
bottomed boat, a small scow, drawn up on the bank. They had never 
paid particular notice to it before, but today their leader felt adven-
turous; so they must undertake to launch it. There were seven boys, and 
it took all of their strength to move the boat into the water. That done, 
it took but a moment to find wide boards which made excellent oars; thus 
equipped, they went voyaging. 
And what a band of voyagers they were! Jim in his Indian costume 
made a colorful figur,e. There were many feathers in his hat and a long 
streamer of them hung down his back - blue and gold and red. He 
looked exactly like the picture in the catalogue. Before they found the 
boat he had been a chief on the war-path; his companions had been 
painted warriors; the frogs had been enemies caught and saved for 
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torture. But now, a ,boat! Jim became Columbus; the other boys were 
galley slaves; the frogs were returned to their freedom, and their prison 
became a bailing can. 
They christened the boat the Mayflower and cruised up the river 
close to shore. At first all of them had a great time; even Bill was con-
tent to be a galley sl_ave. Jim stood up on tp.e front se3:t with his ai:ms 
across his chest lookmg for land and occasionally dodgmg overhangmg 
branches. The other boys paddled lustily. Jim urged them to work 
harder on penalty of walking the "plank." His costume made him over-
bearing. 
Bill, perhaps because he was less familiar with his pirat~ lore an!1 
had missed the significan~e of the _"plank," soon began ~o lose. his e!lthu~i-
asm for paddling. Lookmg at his brother proudly displ~~ng ,,his swt, 
he thought of what might have ,been. That sure was a ' mfty cowboy 
outfit, guns and everything. Jim always had the luck. A deep resentment 
began to -burn in his heart. 
Suddenly he stop,ped his paddling and standing up caught hold of a 
low hanging branch. This made the boat swing to one side. "Sit down," 
shouted Jim; and when Bill failed to obey, he stooped over and scooped 
water into the younger boy's. face_. Bill was already "sore" al><_>ut the 
suit. He charged like a .bull, with his head low. Overboard went Jim. 
Fortunately the water was sha~low, but i~ ~as an angry _Jim who 
dragged himself out on the bank, hi_s finery chngmg wetly to him. After 
the inevita:ble fight they trudged miserably home. When they got there 
they had to explain why the now already smaller suit was wet. To punish 
Bill, his father decreed that for a whole month he must stay away from 
the river. No cowboy suit and now no more boating. The sorrows of the 
world surely come to a fellow in bunches! 
* * * 
The next day, Sunday, was May day - a day. when little gir~s we3:r 
white dresses and skip around May-poles, entanghng themselves m vari-
colored streamers. And it is the day in more blessed parts of our country 
when children exchange May-baskets - little baskets filled with nuts, 
candied sweets, and raisins. 
Their mother took the boys to watch their church May-d3:y festival 
in the afternoon. Jim's eyes rested more often upon Mary Elizabeth as 
she skipped about the pole than upon any of the others. Her black curls 
made a pretty contrast to her white dress as they flew up and down 
about her head. 
After the progra~ in which ~he yo!-mger c1?-ildren reci~ed poems about 
the spring, gentle ram, and damty violets, _Jim felt a hg_ht touch upon 
his shoulder. Turning, he faced_ Mary_ Elizabeth, blushmg, her hand 
extended timidly toward him, holdmg a httle basket. S~e sta~mere4 and 
then blurted out, "This is for you." Then she fled, leavmg Jim bewilder-
edly holding a pretty May-basket. 
Bill was all eyes and wanted to inspect thi: basket. _But Jim, holding 
it gingerly but determinedly, refused to let him touch it. 
Naturally, Jim wanted to return Mary Eli_z1;1,beth's gift. His mot~er, 
unsuspecting of his love affair, had not anticipated such :3- necessity. 
However, something could always be fixed up; so s~e readily assented 
to his request for her to fix up a basket for Mary Elizabeth. 
On the way home Bill couldn't understand. why M_ay-baskets wer~ 
not eaten immediately. What good wert; n?ts if Y<;>U did no~ eat them• 
But Jim had a queer feeling some .place mside of him. The httle basket 
was sacred. "Will you fix one right up1 all;d then I can take it over to 
her as soon as you're finished? Make it bigger than the one she gave 
me," was all that he said on the way home. 
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When his mother went to her cupboard, she found raisins and candies, 
but no nuts. Now, anyone who knows anything about May-baskets knows 
that nuts are absolutely indispensable to them. But Jim's mother was 
equal to the occasion. Just before it was time to fill the basket which 
she had made, she sent Jim to wash his hands. "You don't want her to 
see you with dirty hands," she said. Of course, Jim wanted to see what 
she put in, but he could see that later. Jim left, but Bill remained. When 
Jim got back the basket was ready; it had everything; it was beautiful. 
But it was not big. 
Mary Elizabeth lived on the top of a hill. Jim thought of what he 
would say at the presentation, all the way up. But his knees were weak 
when he rang the bell. Mary Elizabeth appeared in person, lovely as 
ever, though Jim was too confused to notice. 
"Why, hello Jim! Do you want to see my mother?" Just like a woman. 
She knew well enough what brought him there. 
All he said was, "Thank you for the May-basket, and here is one for 
you." And then he ran, before she had a chance to speak. 
Boy! he felt good. He skipped and ran all the way home; picking 
up a stick, he hit trees joyously as he passed. 
That night he slept peacefully beside his brother Bill. If he had known 
the cruel, unscrupulous plan fomenting in the mind of his brother! But 
who would suspect treachery and cunning behind an exterior so cherubic 
and innocent? -
* * * * 
The next morning Bill waited at the door of Jim's schoolroom. He 
was so absorbed in his purpose that the taunts of older boys went un-
heeded. He was waiting for Mary Elizabeth. And then she came; and, 
what was more good fortune, Jim was with her. 
"Mary Elizabeth," Bill said, "that May-basket Jimmy gave you, the 
nuts in it - well! Mother didn't buy them. They were yours. The same 
ones from out of your -basket." 
Travail 
I looked into her eyes and saw 
The sorrow of unnumbered ages; 
I rushed into the night and cried 
The protest which a hundred sages 
Had cried before. 
With hands flung to the skies I asked, 
"All-knowing, why this sorrow, 
Why all this anguish in her heart 
And death perhaps tomorrow?" 
For answer came an infant's cry; 
What fool I was to ask Him why. 
Two lives from death's dark seas were torn: 
The one returned, and one was born -
And both would live tomorrow. H. Z. 
A Practical Art 
EVERETT POPPINK, '31 
P HOTOGRAPHY, in the last fe.w decades, has developed not only into an industry hut practically into a science. Photography, ("photo" meaning light and "grapho" meaning trace) is bound up with the 
theory of light, with chemistry, with physics, and even electricity. It is 
made use of by millions of amateur photographers for amusement, by 
movie magnates for all types of pictures, and it is of practical use in 
many large industries. Photography, both for pleasure and for profit, 
is one of the most interesting subjects for study that one can take up. 
The history of photography is interwoven with the lives of a certain 
few men, who without any pecuniary benefit, devoted their energies to 
the study and evolution of photography. In the 17th century, a few of 
the alchemists noticed that light rays darkened silver chloride. History 
shows us that as early as 1780, silhouettes were obtained by the action 
of light on silver chloride also. 
The largest share of the honour due for the invention of photography 
belongs to Niepce, a Frenchman. The troubles with pictures heretofore 
had been that the images would fade out in a very short time. N iepce 
was the first to overcome this by what is known now as "fixing." An-
other Frenchman, Daguerre, was working simultaneously on the same 
problem. He and Niepce became co-workers and they finally invented the 
Daguerrotype process of photography. Daguerre discovered the "latent 
image;" in other words, instead of taking a long exposure, he discovered 
that an invisible image was formed on short exposure that could be 
brought to light by developing. An enormous advance was made in pho-
tography by this discovery. Fox-Talbot, an Englishman, spurred on by 
these discoveries, used a silver chloride coated paper instead of a glass 
plate on which to record the image. 
An old-time photographer seen on the street today would be enough 
of a curiosity to attract a crowd. Imagine, if possible, a man, weighted 
down with a heavy knapsack, pushing a cart containing a huge box and 
a complete manufacturing and developing plant. The Kodak slogan, 
"You push the button, we do the rest," is only modern. 
The basic principles of photography were known, crude pictures were 
being made, yet as in every new invention a certain technique and per-
fection had not yet been attained. Light portable cameras, concave exact 
lenses, and automatic shutters soon became standard equipment. Gelatin 
was selected as a suitable base for the silver chloride or bromide coatings. 
Although not the discoverer, George Eastman began the commercial pro-
duction of this type of film and caused a complete revolution in the field 
of photography by his improvements. Thomas Edison has given Eastman 
the credit for the popularization of photography. Eastman is given the 
credit, too, for inventing the roll-film we now use. 
Although, at first, gelatin was used as a base, it was discovered that 
cellulose treated with a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids made a 
transparent film of cellulose nitrate that was both pliable and durable. 
In the last few years, safety film, a non-burning film made of cellulose 
acetate, was put into production, doing away with the fire hazard that 
heretofore was a constant source of anxiety to motion picture operators. 
This discovery favored the introduction of home movies to the public. 
There are those who affirm that photography is not an art. It is 
certainly true that every operator is not an artist as evidenced by some 
of the results, but if intelligence and care are employed, an art of high 
order ensues. The ,photographer must know how to make, out of a mono-
chrome rendering of a colored object, a study of shades and contrast. 
The addition of certain sensitive dyes to emulsions make them more or 
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less sensitive to these shades. A painting is judged by its naturalness• 
a photograiph has this to begin with and, with the advent of colored 
photography, is becoming a medium of real art. 
It may be well to bri~fly describe the chemistry involved in photog-
raphy. In O!,der to obtam a dry emulsion of the sensitive silver com-
pound, gelatm is dissolved in water. To this solution sodium chloride 
is added. The correct amount of silver nitrate to react with the salt is 
added next. The gelatin prevents the settling out of the precipitate 
formed_ a~d a uniform, smooth emulsion is the result. Both negatives 
and prmtmg paper contain essentially the same salts. 
T_he effect _of light on a film cannot be detected by ordinary means 
but, 1f_pla~ed lll; a developer, the chlorine is dissolved, leaving only black 
metallic silver m E:xactly the _same position in which its corresponding 
salt ha? been. This process 1s known chemically as reduction. These 
?evelopmg agents are almost all derived from coal-tar products. Alkali 
is added !o a developer to speed up the action, and sodium suluhite for 
preservat10n. • 
After ~evelop~ent the undeveloped substances that remain are dis-
solved. by immersion of the fi,lm in what is known as a "fixing" bath. 
Hypo is generally used for this. Then a hardener must be used because 
h_ypo tends. to ~often the image, After "fixing,'' a large percentage of 
silver remams m _the bath. Until three years ago this bath was thrown 
away, ~ut exten~ive research has developed an electrolytic method of 
recovermg the silver. Now over a million dollars are thus recovered 
throughout the country each year. 
A Scientist 
A scientist is a man with a flash-light. He walks the path of this life 
a!llon~ people who ,have only flickering eandle-light to guide them. The 
dim h~ht of a candle often leaves places beyond the path lying in dim 
obscurity. T~e travelers whose c!lndle-light cannot pierce this darkness 
can only conJect~re !iS to what hes beyond the range, of their candles. 
Along comes _a scientist1 however, ~nd _by directing the penetrating beams 
of the. flash-hght of l~gical reasomng mto the shadows, he can see clearly 
tI:e thmgs t;hat are. ~1dden to the candle-ibearers. The scientist can now 
give a defimte, J?ositive answer to t~e questions that the many who carry 
~andl~s have raised. Or the fl.ash-hght of the scientist may be used to 
illumu:~ate some treacher?us bo,g in ~he path, and to show many a way 
to ~voi? that bog. Our Journey of life would be far less enjoyable and 
satisfying, and far more hazardous, if there were no illumination from 
the flash-light ,of the scientist. 
Lonely, leaning on his window sill, 
Sits the lighthouse man. His searching eyes 
Pass up and down the wave-lapped beach and lake 




CHRISTIAN WALVOORD, '34. 
I WAS walking through the woods one afternoon when I saw, high ~P in a pine tree, a chicken hawk's nest. It Vl'.as a la,rge,_ ugly nest ~mlt of twigs and mud. For the sake of the nei~hbors chickens I decided 
to rob the nest. I could hear little hawks callmg from the tree-top and 
by that I knew that the parent birds were not near. I climbe!1 up the 
pine, struggling between the close-set branches and dead. twigs. '.l'he 
dead brush scratched and the stubs, left from the broken twigs, dug mto 
my skin from all sides. I broke shining spider webs and sent their 
owners scurrying for protection. I squeezed poor little daddy-longlegs 
spiders, under hand and foot. And they walked on me. 
Finally I reached the top. The pine swayed gently back and forth. 
I was hot and out of breath as I looked over the rim of the nest. There 
I saw two little hawks whose feathers were just ·beginning to grow. 
They had their mouths wide open and were crying for f~. Their par-
ents were nowhere in sight. I stroked the backs of the httle creatures 
and hated myself for coming up to disturb them. But, thinking of all 
the destruction that they might some day do, I took both of them and 
slung them as far as I could. 
Suddenly, from straight above me, dove the mother hawk,_ screaming; 
immediately after her came the father. They swooped straight for my 
face. I threw my left arm over my face and hooked one bird with m_y 
elbow. The oilier I hit witlI my right hand. The birds scratched and bit 
and clawed. I flayed the air wildly, holding my position in the tree with 
my legs. Finally I managed to get back into the thick branches whe_re 
the large birds could not fly. Then, slowly I crawled to the ground while 
the hawks screamed above me. 
~ 
Survival 
GERALD HEERSMA, '34. 
Seeds sprout and send their shoots to light, 
Trees lift their crowns to greatest height, 
O!.d palms fall prostrate on the land 
Where soon they're buried by the sand; 
Great oaks lie down upon the moss, 
And just rich earth can mark the loss; 
Men live to be of greatest age, 
Go through life and earn their wage, 
But with their tombstones' crumbled dust 
Their deeds of earth are powdered rust. 
But here and there, and now and then 
We find a paucity of men 
Who rise and fight as none have fought, 
Who give us counsel, light, and thought; 
Each has a monument of fame 




VERA HOLLE, '34 
THE street was narrow and slippery. The snow that had fallen the previous night had not been removed from the walk and the thaw of the noonday had now sufficiently frozen into a thin coating of un-
even ice. Uncomfortable walking, thought I. I slipped- uncomfortable 
sitting, said I! 
My books had fallen helter-skelter, and after much difficulty in gath-
ering, and smoothing the crumpled, soiled pages, and rearranging them, 
I limped on. Term papers and book reports due next week, Christmas 
shopping to be completed, but no time in which to accomplish the unsur-
mountable list of duties. In this frame of mind I entered the slum dis-
tricts of our city. It was twilight - not the twilight with a golden sunset 
fading in the west, not a twilight softened by the mellow light of the 
crescent moon, not the twilight in which the birds carol tlleir rejoicing-
but a damp, chilly twilight that stalks between late afternoon and 
evening. 
The atmosphere was heavy and filled with small particles of soot. The 
snow banked along the highway was dirty; the trees were cold and bare; 
my books were heavy. I passed an old board fence that might have been 
"Tom Sawyer's" before the coat of whitewash was applied. Here and 
there the support had given way and a huge mass of old tin cans, worn 
automobile tires, a rusted bicycle frame, and yards of twisted fencing 
were revealed.· A back alJey! Lines of colorless, worn clothing swished 
and swayed by one pin. One line had lost its support and the clothes 
swung back and forth over the dirty snow. A shaggy dog brushed past 
unannounced by sound or shadow! How long the twilight lingered! 
A few minutes of careful stepping carried me into the business dis-
trict. Every city has its garage with the accompanying disgraceful heap 
of tin, frames of old cars, and the general garage debris. Our city was 
no exception. The air reBked with rancid smoke that wafted from a 
burning heap of -0ld tires and oily rags. An old car stood in front of 
the garage honking impatiently for gas. 
The twilight shaded into evening and the unpleasant scenes were 
hidden by its veil. The streets were slippery, my books were heavy, my 
fingers were numb, my spfrits were damp; an owl hooted from a vacant 
lot, and my feet carried me home regardless! 
L'A!LLEGRO 
It was twilight. I left the business district laden with a basket of 
Christmas joy. A day before Christmas vacation, a week before Christ-
mas day, term papers in the hands of typists, one book report completed, 
one under way, Christmas shopping finished and some money still jingling 
in my purse. What a joy is living, thought I. 
It was snowing. It had been snowing all afternoon - huge cotton-like 
flakes that .sauntered earthward noiselessly! The walks were covered 
with snow; little footprints, big footprints, and now my footprints were 
patterned in the covering. I passed the garage where a huge Christmas 
tree adorned with strings of colored lights stood on the curb. The neigh-
boring lot of debris had acquired a robe of purity. How .beautiful it 
was! The auto frames, with their new white mantle, seemed like fairy 
castles that glittered in various hues in the reflection of the lights of 
the tree. The heap of old tires, robed in their new garbs, appeared to 
be giant rings studded with glittering diamonds. 
The snow was falling. My basket was lighter. I entered the slum 
district. The back alleys were quiet and clean. From one of the squatty 
dwellings, the strain of "Silent Night" drifted from a phonograph record. 
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. . 1 r now distant, now faded into the 
The tones l~ngered m the bir, ~r; C eaw'as hidden by a row of Christmas 
silence of mght. The oftn oa; sh:;~; dog, was guarding them. 
trees. An old man, pa g t ld they were 
A soft light from the window of the sha3bfnfe~~~e wYth 1!~ basket of 
at home. I rapped at the latched doii:e~n tin hands a thankful smile, 
Christmas jor- Eager: face,s,/~~~!c:d my steis. Eve~ing had fallen. It 
eyes damp with gratitude. r_e . . . " said I 
was snowing softly. "What a JOY is g1vmg, . 
Paderewski 
GERTRUDE HOLLEMAN, '34 
. . t Paderewski begins to play. Imme~-
All is tense silence as the grea 1 hich he has over his- aud1-iately we feel that almost super!latu~a po;,erThe notes soar out over the 
ence. But what i_s this ~ystenous orc~:f ri ened wheat. All heads are 
audience like a famt _breeze over a fi~de elil quivers. But suddenly the 
up; all muscles stramed; sci:rdely fh Jaster musician speeds forcefully 
breeze chang.es to a strong vn.n as { The tension of a moment before 
across the keys_ in a presto mivemen ~ith the crash of each chord. . AP 
is gone. The hsteners s1::em o: swaye tern o. iSuddenly, as the artists 
feet and fingers arh mo~~ng k:~to!~d, eveiybody is alert, every, eye.uf o~ 
fingers race down t e ~n ire k a sudden final swoop. Now, :w1 ou 
the player, as if the wmdbh.~d ta i~d just a slight breeze remains to play 
warning, the tempest su s1 es a < 
among the blades of wheat. 
Summer Mood 
A dust-gray Ford 
In the distance 
Crawls 
Like a hump-backed beetle 
Lwboriously 
Up the white mountain-road-
Climbing, climbing. -H. z. 
November 
. . hat raw November twilight. The chill-
Everythi1;g wa_s motvlt~ dcli clouds acr-o,s,s the already somhbert;ky 
ing biting wrnd dispa c e down the street or caug t em 
and whisked loose. pap~- in? JeavThe air was thick with swirling dust. 
up in crazy, tumblmg w 11'. wm s. er to ain the protection of a gara_ge. 
Automobiles sped throuhgh 1 al~ eafst cla1tering wagons. Th~ swayh1~g 
Huge, heavy trucks t _un ere p under the trees. Pedestn!'ns, t eir 
street lights cast c":eepmg shado[holding their hats on, hurried along, 
faces buried in their collfrs,. ~n We turned in at Aunt Lou's and soon 
followed b~ cold _ghk?sts ~e~f n.g tea beside the crackling fire.B V 
were cheerily drm mg s • • 
Life 
ABRAHAM NORMAN 
LIFE is a secret for which no scientist, philosopher, priest, or teacher has yet discove.red a me.a.rung. For what were we created and why should we die? What is the reason for our existence? These are 
questions that penetrate ,our •brains often, yet for which we can find no 
solution. Here we stop, doubting and disgusted. We eat, drink, grow, 
struggle, oontend with one another for existence, or destroy life for the 
love of life. We find in wealth, learning, fame,.inventions, in opening new 
roads, and the achievement of mighty things of which our forefathers 
never dreamt, much pleasure or s.orrow. 
For what reason is all this? All that I have so far heard is, "I do 
not know." Life is still so mysterious, so complex, that our minds cannot 
fatihom it. All that -we know of life is that we came to this earth without 
our will, and we shall leave it against our will. 
Some have leift this life because they were weary; some 'because they 
couldn't choose otherwise. There were, and still are, people who find life 
a sourc-e of pleasure and happiness. But there are other people, who are 
like a certain philosopher who counted this life a crime that could not be 
forgiven, and c•aused to be .engraved on his tomb-stone, the following lines: 
This is my father's crime, 
Though I have wronged no one. 
Trouble and sorr,ow is life, 
How sweet to rest at last. 
But if we return to ourselve.s, we shall find that tlhe love of lirfe is 
rooted deep in every individual. We are all struggling• to live. We are 
all trying to make our breath las-t as Long •as po·s.sible, avoiding the loss of 
tihis precious thing called life, with mlight and main. 
Life should not be a problem, it S1hould be a task. It is the coward 
who avoids the strug•gle, or wishes to rest early1• It is, the brave one who 
faces life whether in misery, sorrow, or happiness. M-an in his earlier 
sta,ges was very limited in understanding and in knowledge. He did not 
know of any 'Pleasures besides his- bodily pleasures. Sucih pleasures were 
easily and cheaply attained. But when his mind improved and his abil-
ities multiplied he beg-an to feel the pleasures of knowledge, invention, 
:travel, discoveries, and libe:rty. 
Life and death are but two conditions that cannot be separated, and 
about which we need not worry. But our attachment to life is what 
makes us feel happy when a person is born and mournful at a pers.on's 
death. And what are sorrow and happiness but expressions of the humian 
feeling that appear under different slhades? We. s,orr,ow for tho,se whom 
we kneiw, for those -from whom something was expected. A child mourns 
for his parents, and parents for their child, ,a friend for a friend, and a 
lover for his loved one·. 
We do no,t see any one that will m10urn the los,s of s,omeone he did not 
!mown or to whom he was not attached. How many people die daily for 
whom we neither care nor shed a tear? The amount of sorrow for any 
person is as much as were his benefits, great or small, many or few, as an 
Arabic vel'se says: 
From him that no good is obtained, 
Whether he lives or dies, it is the same. 
--4---
The winds in the pines are whistling tonight, 
Lake Michigan roars with all her might, 
The clouds in the sky are fleeing with fright, 





RICHARD NIESSINK, '32 
IN contemplating the life and character of Beethoven, we seem at first to be confronted with a personality that defies all rules and regulations commonly accepted as necessary to the attainment of greatness. A 
closer examination, however, reveals to us the fact that there was no such 
thing as attainment of greatness in Beethoven's life. To be sure there 
was a struggle for the accumulation of necessary knowledge, but his 
greatness, wa.s inherent, his genius transcendent. He was more than the 
World's greatest composer; he was one of the stl'ongest personalities the 
world has ever known. In the personalities of Mozart, Schubert, Chopin, 
and Brahms, we s.ee men who were essentially musicians. In Beethoven 
we have a titantic personality whose essence was manhood. Music was 
merely the vehicle for the expression of his ego and perhaps became that 
more as the result of an environment limited to music rather than as the 
result of careful calculation. But having chosen it, he cast the unlim-
ited resources •of his migihty self into it and created with them music 
that speaks to the soul of man with authority and clarity that none other 
has been a,ble to equal. A study of Beethoven in comparison with some 
of the other great masters leads one to believe that perhaps he did not 
have the particularly musical abilities in the, same degree as they did. 
Mozart's ear is more delicate and more purely musical than Beethoven's,; 
Schubert displays more talent for writing pure, flowing melodies; Chopin 
has greater mastery of the acoustics of the piano; still, none of these 
achieved the magnitude of Beetho,ven. In all musical literature only the 
works of Wagner have any, claim toward approaching the spiritual 
exaltation of Beethoven, and very often !Wagner's success is due equally 
to his music and the dramatic situation concurrent with it, while Beet-
hoven's is achieved by purely musical means. Chopin sometimes s•hows 
intensity equal to Beethoven's but he is not as exa1ted, and he has not 
sufficient mastery of himself to produce works of great objective 
solidarity. 
Manners and gentility were not included in the education of the young 
Beethoven. In fact there was little of anything besides music in the 
equipment this boy had for meeting the world. Most of his early ac-
quaintances despised him; therefore, when he became conscious orf his 
greatness, he became arrogant, and his genius was a retort to those who 
had offended him. Of all great men Beethoven is perhaps the mo,st open 
in his claim -of inherent g,reatness. Even as a student, when his one desire 
was to learn all he could of music, he refused to follow the directions of 
his teachers, cons.idering his own inclination a better guide than the 
studied knowledge of a teacher twice his a,ge. His arrogance knew no 
bounds. In all creation he recognized one equal-the Creator. 
It is fortunate that as a young man Beethoven was thrown into the 
society of Vienna which loved music enough that it could tolerate the 
composer for the sake of his. art. It would hiwe been dangerous to Beet-
hoven's art had he been forced to c,onform to polite society. As it was, 
his life was filled with distractions; another annoyance might have ser-
iously crippled if not killed his art. We should feel g,rateful to the 
Viennese societyi of that day for having accepted Beethoven and for 
having suppmted him as liberally as it did so that he might proceed with 
his composition. 
There were two major afflictions in his life, in addition to many 
smaller ones. One of these was a worthless nephew; the other was his 
deafness. 
His brother Caspar died leaving a wife and one son. Beethoven con-
sidered the wife worthless and not a fit mother for the child. So he de-
termined to secure the child and care for him himself. This decision 
incurred a great deal of self-sacrifice for Beethoven and proved to be 
nothing but a hindrance to his life and ha1ppiness. He had to appeal to 
courts several times in order to obtain custody of the child, and after he 
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succeeded, he found the child to be as worthless as his mother. Such a 
chapter as this in the life of Beethoven. shows us very cl.early the. true 
nobility of feeling that was his, but which was 1;1sually hidden behmd a 
veil o,f bad manners. He never treated the boy m any '!llanner but _that 
of a loving uncle trying to rescue a nephew from a sordid early environ-
ment. 
His deafness interfered even more directly with his work and _tendt:d 
to affect his character greatly. It became evident that he was losrng his 
hearing when he was still y<Jung and his deafness '!>~came total :Vhen ~e 
was about forty years old. He was extremely sensitive ahout this afl'li~-
tion and we can call his deafness to account for a great deal of ~Is 
boo;ishness. The torment th:at deafness might ibring to a man whose life 
was wrapt up in music is something at which Tantalus could only hope 
to guess. Wa'S there ever a m()re bitter irony, than this, that _the W<Jrld's 
greatest composer was deaf '.I Some of his greatest music he never 
heard. He knew that his Ninth Symphony was the ne plns ultra of 
symphonic composition, 'but aft~r work_ing on i~ for seven years. he _was 
not privileged to hear a note of 1t. At its premier Pt:rfo!mance ~he d1r_ec-
tor of the orchestra had Beethoven stand next _to him m the pit hopmg 
that he might be able to hear i;ome of thE; music. The orche~tra p~ayed 
the entire composition, and the audience "'.as ap,plaudmg ":1ldly. 
1Beethoven stood with his head bowed down and his 1:>ack to the audience, 
still beating time for several seconds after the _music had stopped .. T~e 
conductor tapped him o-n the shoulder and pon~ted to the ent~us1ast1c 
audience. But Beethoven did not even. he·~r th_e1r applause .. His world 
was silent; the man whose life was music lived ma tomb of silence. 
Beethoven's artistic cred() was simple but solid. It "'.as, briefly 
stated, to write absolute music subjectively. By absolute m~s1c. we 1!1ean 
music that has no story, or :picture for a bankro~nd, put which 1s wr~tten 
with an aim toward presenting only purely mus1eal ideas. He had abs_o-
lutely no sympathy for those who attempted to use the nob~e _art of music, 
which is essentially abstract, for the purpose 9f desc.r1bmg concrete 
,o,bjects or for the presentation of a story. Neither did ,he haye. any 
sympathy for those who wrote without feeling._ Beethoven s music .1~ as 
alive as life itself ..... His art has the perfect10n of the ~nest. c).-a~s1c1sm 
combined with the fire of the most vital romanticism. His spm~ 1s that 
of the romantic pro,phet whi.le his mind, approaching the_ magmtude of 
universality, forces the spirit into car,efully moulded classical forms. 
rHe arrived at a time when the great classical sonata form was near-
ing perfection and he was not confronte_d with t~e d~fficultY of having 
to create his own form. To be sure, he did take liberties wit~ the ~oNn, 
for which he was criticized; :Jiut he used the sonata as a solid. basis on 
which to huild his greatest masterpie~es. Often the f,?rrm is difficult to 
distinguish; yet there is always sufficient reason for his departure from 
the beaten path. . . 
1Composition was never as easy a task for Beethoven a.s it was for his 
contemporary, /Schubert. The latter seemed to, be able t9 pro~uce an 
entire symphony in a few days, and never bot!iered to i:eyrne his :V?rk. 
But Beethoven was always struggling with his ~9mpos1tions, revJsmg, 
enlarging, cutting, and rearranging. It w~s positive agon~ for him to 
compose; .he seemed to be constantly searchmg for a perfect10n that was 
humanly impossible. . 
He said there was music in running water; so he often played. with 
water in search of inspiration. For Beethoven was not the man to W~I~ for 
inspiration; if the spirit did not move him, Beethoven moved the s?1r1t. 
Most of his planning was done on long walks, or, more specifically, 
runs, which he was in the ha!bit o.f taking. He wo'!lld rush along t~e 
streets out into the country with a notebook ·and pencil. O~ten he _sat m 
the fields and wrote; at other times he rushed to and fro rn ~n aimless 
excited manner singing the scale up _and down, up and down, as Jf he, were 
a monomaniac obsessed by a m!lls1c whose complete expression was a 
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scale. But when he finally sat down and wrote, he put down some great 
heroic melody which was surging through his brain while the scale was 
surging out of his mouth. 
And it was in much the same manner that Beethoven passed about 
amo,ng his fellow-men, appearing to them as an uncouth boor, while he 
was distilling his true self into his music. Beethoven was like a mighty 
furnace refining gold, the gold of one of the world's greatest souls. The 
gold was ·poured out into his music; the dross. was allowed to, fall where 
it would, and, unfortunately, it fell upon his fellow-men. 
The Japanese Beowulf 
SETSU MATSONOBU, '34 
IN A TEMPLE near my home is a huge sword which has been en-shrined. A very interesting legend has sprung up about this sword, a legend known by every man, woman, and child in our country. 
A long time ago there was in Japan a man as strong and chivalrous 
as Beowulf in the oldest epic poem of the English literature. His real 
name is very long and difficult, so I will call him the Japanese Beowulf. 
He was the brother of the first empress. But he never obeyed either 
his sister or the laws of the country; therefore, he was exiled. Though 
he was the prince of the country, he slipped away and started on aimless 
travel. 
One day he came to a forest. Trees grew so thickly that even a ray 
of sunlight could not penetrate the darkness. A river was running 
through the forest. As he was very tired and thirsty, he came to the 
river to get a drink and to rest. 
While he was resting here, he saw a chopstick floating down the 
stream. He thought somebody must be living up the stream. He went 
up along the river and as he had expected, he found an old couple and 
their daughter crying in sorrow. 
He wondered at their actions and asked why they were crying. The 
old man answered with tears that at first they had eight daughters, but 
every year an eight-headed forked serpent came to eat one of them. 
Now only the youngest one remained, but soon the serpent would come 
to take her. Beowulf was very sorry for them and comforted them, say-
ing that he would help them. 
Beowulf comm.anded them to bring him eight casks full of wine. After 
arranging them under a tree, he set the maiden in the top of the tree. 
Suddenly it became dark and the eight-headed serpent came, shaking 
the ground. It had eight dreadful heads, as the old man said. It breathed 
out fire; its sixteen sharp eyes were as round as plates. It seemed to be 
very pleased because the face of the maiden was reflected in the wine 
of each cask. Soon the ser.pent .became drunk and fell asleep. 
Beowulf, glad to see the serpent asleep, came and cut its eight heads 
off. When he was cutting the long body into pieces, he found a fine 
sword in it. The old couple and the maiden praised his wit and courage. 
Taking the maiden as his wife, he went back to his country to offer the 
sword to his sister. This sword has been a shrine in a temple in Japan. 
CHILDREN'S STORIES 
Three Little Fairies 
BEATRICE VISSCHER, '34 
0 NCE upon a time there were three sad little fairies. They were unhappy beeause they no longer had a home. They had had a cozy little home on the very tip of a pine tree branch, but one day a cruel 
man had come along and cut down the tree. They were very pretty little 
fairies, too. Their eyes were blue just like October skies. Their hair 
was yellow just like summer sunshine. They had beautiful, shiny. wings, 
too, all violet, and gold, and green, and on their feet they wore little 
green fairy-slippers. 
They were wandering around looking for another home when suddenly 
the first little fairy said, "I know where we can find a home! Just you 
follow me." 
Over the large green meadows, around the fresh-ploughed fields, 
through the cool, shady woods they went. .Soon they reached the edge of 
a quiet little pond. Then the first little fairy, shouted, "There is our new 
home!" She was a:iointing at a large white water-lily, a little ways from 
shore. 
"Oh, what a pretty home," said the second little fairy. "We can each 
have a room between the petals and at nig,ht when the lily closes we'll be 
warm and safe inside!'' 
"Yes," .agreed the third little fairy, "and dio, you see that big lily-·pad 
rig1ht next to our house ?There's where we can play." And s,o the three 
happy fairies moved into their lily-house. 
But one d1ay something happened that frightened them very much. 
They were sitting to.gether 011 the edge of the lily-pad and hanging their 
toes in the water, when a11 of a sudden the litly-pad was given such a bump 
that they nearly fell off. They looked around and there they sarw a great 
big g:reen frog sitting right in back of them! The first little fairy started 
to cry, but the other two were almost too scared to· cry. What would that 
blinking monster do to them! They hugged tightly together and watched 
his g1reat, wide mouth. And then all at once they saw a, pointed white 
head ciome out ·of bhe, water. Snap! went its jaws and the frog was 
gone. The frightened little fairies looked down info the water and there 
they saw Mr. Fish swimming away. They scrambled back into their lily-
house and talked and talked about the 1bad frog. Then they rememibered 
that they hadn't even thanked Mr. Fish. They called to him and when 
they had all said "Thank you,'' the second little fairy sadlyi said , "But I'm 
afraid that we'll have to find another home where there aren't any frogs 
to frighten us." 
"Oh, no, no," said Mr. Ffah, "please don't do that. I'll stay around 
here all the time and I'll never let any frog sca,re you again. Will you 
stay then?" 
The little fairies gladly said that they would. And Mr. Fish kept his 
promise well because the little fairies never even saw a frog after that. 
One day these little fairies thought that they w,ould like some excite-
ment, so they left their home and went to the town for a day, 
When they came home they sat down and talked. The first thing 
that was said was, "Weren't you disappointed with the way some of the 
children behaved?" 
"Yes," said the r.econd little fa.iryi. "Did you see that bad little boy 
slam the door so hard it awoke his little sister?" 
"And did you se-e those two little girls who were lawghing when they 
should have been listening to the ,Bible story?" 
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"Yes, and I saw four children, coming into the hoiise after sehool, 
walk in front ,o,f a lady who was visiting their mother, and not one of them 
said, 'Pardon me'!" 
They sat thinking for awhile and then the first fairy said sadly, "It 
seems as if they haven't any manners. 
"I know what we can do!" said the second little fairy, jumping up. 
And then they started to make their plans. 
The next day all the little chidren in the town received a little note 
written on a flower petal. It said: 
"Will you please come to the grassy srpot beside the Old Pond Saturday 
mo.rning at 10 o'clock? Three Fairies." 
The children were all excited. They had never received an invitation 
from fairies before. 
!Saturday morning came and they all trooped off to the pond. When 
they found the grassy spot they sat down and waited. Soon all the little 
children became as still as mice because there, coming along the bank of 
the pond, were three sparkling fairies dancing toward them, in their tiny 
green slippers. 
"Hello," shouted the fairies. "We're glad you're all here." 
Most of the children had· never seen a real live fairy before, and so 
they just sat and stared at the bright little creatures. They came right 
up to the chidren and then one of the fairies sa,id, "Well, what shall we 
play?" 
"Let's play school," said the s.econd fairy. "I'll be teacher." She ran 
over to a stone and from behind it she took a book and a pencil. 
The children weren't at all timid now. The teacher fairy played 
school just like they did, and the other two fairies were larughing and talk-
ing with the children and making believe that they were naughty so that 
the teacher would have to punish them. But the teacher fa.iry said, "My 
school hasn't even started yet, so you may talk all you want!" Then they 
all laughed. 
Soon, however, she said, "Now school is going to start," and she 
began to sing, "Good morning to you." She sang so sweetly that the chil-
dren almost forgot to sing it to her, but the other fairies started and they 
all joined in. 
Then the teacher fairy said, "First we'll play a game." But it seemed 
as if they were going to, have a lesson, because she opened the book and 
began to read: 
"If in front of a person you should walk 
•Say 'Pardon me,' that's the proper talk." 
"That's what ,our game is a•bout. Everyone must walk around, and when 
you walk in front of some one, you must say 'PardiOn me.' And if you 
don't, you'll have to be 'it' in the next game." 
Then they started playing. They wa,lked and ran around and around 
and in and out. They laughed and shouted "Pardon me" all the time. Every 
one tried to catch some one who didn't say "Pardon me,'' but they were 
all watching so closely that no one was caught. Once Jerry and Betty 
were watching others so closely that they bumped rigiht into, each other. 
They were very surprised and both of them shouted, "Pardon me." And 
that was just what they should have said. 
Since no one was "caught,'' the teacher fairy asked them all to sit 
down again. Then she said, "You've aU learned your lesson very well." 
"What lesson?" asked Billy. 
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"If in front of a person you should walk, 
Say 'Pardon me.' That's the proper talk," 
said the teacher. "Don't you see? You must always say 'Pardon me' 
when you wa,lk in front of some one. And now, try to remember that lit-
tle verse. If you don't remember, one of us fairies is going to come along 
and whisper it in your ear. And maybe you can be a fairy and whisper it 
to s,omeone else who has forgotten to say 'Pardon me'." 
Thu the other two fairies jumped up and s•aid, "And we want you all 
to come ba,ck next Saturday and we'll have some more fun." 
As they were skipping away toward their lily-house, the teacher fairy 
turned around and said, "And if you don't forget a,hout 'Pardon me,' we'll 
tell you our real names next /Saturday.'' 
The Secret of the Flowers 
ALICE CLARK, '34 
ONE morning, Marilyn opened her big, blue eyes to see Spring saucily peeking into 0her cozy, pink and white bedroom. The sky was a deep blue in which were floating soft, white, fluffy clouds that looked just 
like Grandma's hair after she washed it. All of a sudden, such a grand 
idea came to her, that she jumped up and down in joy. Wouldn't it be 
great fun to ,go out and pick some fresh, wild flowers to surprise Grandma 
with? Poor, dear Grandma had to, sit in a wheel,chair all day long and 
couldn't go out doors at all. 1S0 ,off Marilyn scampered in her pink ging-
ham dress and sunbonnet to match. Down the hard stony _path she trudged 
into the woods. There, beside an old stump she sto,pped, for within two 
feet of her was a nest o:f darling, fluffy baby~birds all screeching so loud 
that it seemed their soft little bodies were entirely made of lungs. They 
seemed so ,gla,d to see such a bright new world that Marilyn danced round 
and round the stump singing, "Happy birthday to you! Happy birthday to 
you! Happy birthday, baby birdies! Happy birthday .... !" and then her 
fat little foot caught on a root and over she tumbled! Just as, she was 
about to get up, she heard the funniest, tinkly, noises coming from the 
ground. So, she snuggled her rosy little cheek closer to the soft, moss-
covered .ground and listened very closely. It sounded like a tiny, miniature 
harp! When it stopped, she looked down and what do you think she saw? 
You never could guess, so I'll tell you! A dark, velvet-eyed violet was 
strumming on the .g.olden, giauze-like wings of a butterfly. Just then she 
looked up, right into the freckled little face of Marilyn. 
"Oh, please play some more!" begged Marilyn. She had never 
noticed that violets had such pretty faces ,before. But this one smiled and 
said, "Why, I'd love te> if you won't hurt me!'' 
"Hurt you! Of course, I wouldn't,'' exclaimed Marilyn. 
"Oh, but many little children do. They come along and carelessly 
break us off our roots an.d then sometimes don't even put us in water, so 
that we die. But if y•ou promise not to, I'll give you a real treat." 
For about as Long as it takes to say "Jack Robinson,'' she disappeared 
and then came several clear blasts, followed ,by the notes of a brisk march. 
Marilyn now saw such a grand sight that she blinked her eyes in amaze-
ment. First came a stately Jack-in-the-Pulpit, g,randly waving a baton in 
•his hand. (You know a baton is the stick that aU orchestra leaders carry). 
Next came four bachelor-buttons, lilies-of-the-valley, several adder-ton-
gues, and every kind of wild flower that you can think of, all playing 
instruments and keeping in perfect time, while dainty pink and orchid 
May flowers danced their wood-dances. 
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It was so lovely that Marilyn wished it would never end, but of course 
it did. And then Marilyn told the pretty violet about her Grandmother 
and why she had! come after flowers. The violet was so interested that 
she would help Marilyn give her Grandmother a suriprise any way. First, 
she told her how to weave a few willow twig,s together, and put some moss 
over them, then she said, "If you'll carefully< dig into the ground with 
your fingers, you'll find my roots-push all the dirt away and then lift me 
up on your basket. You may als,o pick out any members of our band you 
wish and do the same with them." 
Very carefully, Marilyn did these things. Then she held the basket 
in her dress which she drew up into her dirty, pudgy ha,nds and fairly flew 
home. You can be sure that Grandmother was delighted when Marilyn 
described the band, and her eyes fairly sparkled as she heard the secret 
of the flowers. All that year, they kept constant care of Grandma and 
timed their antics to the regular clicking of her knitting needles. 
Wingo's Victory 
Henry Kleinheksel, '34. 
ONCE there was a little boy named Billy. He lived with his Daddy and Mother in a cool white house in the city. Billy liked to live there very much. After school he sometimes rode his bicycle through 
the walks in the pretty garden back of the house. Or else he played with 
his tin soldiers or his little train that ran on tracks. 
One day Daddy came home early, before Billy had come home from 
school. When :Billy reached home, there was Daddy sitting in the living-
room with Mother. Daddy looked so strange· and white. And Mother! 
Why, mother was crying! Billy heard Daddy say, "Yes, dear, it's all 
gone. 1We haven't a penny left!" Billy didn't want his Mother to cry, so 
he went up to her and said, "Wihat's a matter, l\ifother1" His Mother only 
took him in her arms and said, "It's nothing that my little boy can under-
stand." 
But the next day Billy and Daddy and Mother went to live in a little 
brown house outside of the city. Billy didn't like· it here at all. The 
house was little and it didn't have any play-room where he could put his 
to,ys. And there wasn't any nice g1arden back of this house. Only a sand 
lot. Billy knew that Mother didn't like it here either. Every morning she 
washed clothes in the basement, and every afternoon she ironed the 
clothes she had washed the d:ay before. Billy knew that his Mother 
worked so hard to get money. If he could only get ,piles and piles of 
money some way, thought he, his Mother wouldn't have to work so hard. 
But Billy was much too y,o,ung to go and work to earn money. So he 
went to the sand-lot with his toy tractor. He began to ma~e sand hills 
for his tractor to crawl over. All at once he heard a strange little noise. 
He looked up, and what do you think he saw 1 
There, right before• his very eyes, stood-a little brown ,pony. It was 
the nicest pony Billy ihad ever seen. It had a little brown leather bridle 
and a saddle that Billy saw was just big enough for him to sit in. Billy 
had always wanted to ride a real pony, and here was his chance! He put 
his foot in the stirrup and jumped into the saddle. And then what do 
you think happened 1 That pony just took one little jump and flew right 
into the air. Oh, but Billy was scared. He held tightly to the saddle and 
didn't even dare to look do,wn. But the little pony flew on and on, and 
after a little while Billy looked down. Far below him he saw the ground. 
He could see trees, and rows of houses, and curving, shining lines that 
he thought must be rivers. Billy held on to the saddle more tightly than 
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ever. But he wasn't so ve h fr 'd wa fl · t d'l ~Y muc a ai any more. The strange pony 
thes po~~! !i~~~i fn ~~d s_wift~') along,. B~lly C!,mld .s~nse. the bE;_ating of 
he thought. He leaned£~~ J mucr bI1Jus~,hke r}dmg man airpll:ne," 
Pony?" ar an ca ed, Whats your name, Mistel' 
B'll And t~:n that pony opened his mouth and said "My name's Wingo " 
c~u!e h!\iou~g~f thr~ch surprisedhto hear the little' brown pony talk, b~-
. a any pony t at could fly surely must be able to talk. 
Billy looked down again and then asked "Wh~t fl · now, Wingo?" ' , ' are we ymg over 
"That's a big, big lake," the pony answered. 
Billy, Looked again, and sure enough I Th · 
hn1 nk ~atter where Billy looked, he c~uld ~!t:i;h~;:r b~r-!!le~i,g ~~t 
e oo e more carefully down ahead of him and he saw a tin s · k 
the wat~r. T~e speck grew larger and large~, and soon Billy s~wPfhat oii 
was an 1slan~. The pony flew more and more slowly. Then they b an to 
g~ down. Billy saw that they were going to land on that · 1 d~ th 
middle of the great big lake. 18 an in e 
. They came closer and closer to the ground. Then Billy felt a little 
Jolt, and there they were, on the island. 
wasn~11ie~urpe1.to the ground. His legs were a bit sore because he 
B:,1 1 k d b TI mr a pony. But in a sho,rt time the soreness was gone 
Bill~ 1iik:d d out ~i1rh Not far away _was a little hill covered with trees: 
?Wn a · e ground. At his very feet he saw a nar110,w ath 
fh!i~f!~r.1 with grass, that wound in between the 1ow bushes that dEtted 
Bil~y thought h~'d like to see where this path led. So he started to 
follow it. iS,oon the path led to the bottom of the hill and th d 
Hound. it. Suddenly Billy heard a 'branch of a bush swish behindh1~ 
Th wh~led irou~d (o see what had made this noise that had scared him. 
ingrin the ;afh
0
behi~d~:. ~\~, ~t:l'b::: s ther~ 'was _,Wingo walk~ 
quiet stilJness of the i~land had n~t been broke!eEff{e ss~o~i!f ~l :tia} t~: 
falls,. Billy patted Wmgo's neck and said ''rG'ood old Wingo y ;j1 ~o near me, won't you, Wingo?" ' · ou s ay 
Wing~ gr3:vely wa,giged his head up and down and answer d "Of 
course I wil~, Billy bo,y. I'll see that you aren't harmed by anythi;g:" 
Then Billy turned again and walked 1 th th · 
~round the bottom of the hill. T·hen what d~gyou\hf k.h He fopoThd it 
~1f;eh!f1i:!rihhi~filofh:r \~Il ~bi~tfiut~ai~ !t~;~e, just lik!~hose t~:i 
mg to explore this cave, thought Billy t/himself. s. It would be thrill-
.So he went in throug:h the entrance of the cave· then h t d 
but it was dark and gloomv! In a little whil B'll l b s oppe . Oh, 






t at he had found them No h ld t k · Y was very gad 
to his Mother, and then· she ~ula,:,~hav:t e as kany hf them as he could 
mayibe they could igo back to live in the big ~hlt: hiise i~d th:ez/ay, and 
~r::tl~:ti:~::~1{Ji~~1;:t~1i!jcre~ ~o~f·ert1hr\~~~hffI~H 
e cave e saw a 
-
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big man with a black mustache, and with golden earrings. in his ears. He 
was wearing a black co,at and a red sash with two long knives in it. Quick 
as a flash Billy jumped behind the chest and waited, as quiet as a mouse. 
,What could he do? The pirate was standing in the very entrance of 
the cave. Billy couldn't get out without being seen. He held his breath 
and peeped over the edge of the chest. 
With a fierce "A-ha" the pirate drew a sharp knife from his sash and 
took a long step toward the chest. Billy's muscles stiffened. He couldn't 
even move, he was so frightened. 
Just then there c:;i.me the sound of pounding hoofs. Wingo leaped 
through the mouth of the cave. With one g,reat jump he landed on top 
of the pirate. The pirate ,gave a gasrping cry and crumpled up into a 
motionless heap. 
"Quick! On my back, Billy!" Wingo cried. In a second Billy was in 
the saddle. He heard the terrifying sound of running footsteps coming 
closer and closer. Wingo rushed through the mouth of the cave. Billy 
saw three other fierce-looking pirates running swiftly toward the cave. 
'IWingo! They'll catch us!" Billy fearfully cried. But with a great 
leap Wingo left the earth. Just as they went up Billy looked, and saw 
that one of the pirated had come so close that he had managed to grab 
Win.go's tail. The pirate gnashed his teeth and shook the fist-full of 
hair at Billy. But Billy didn't care about that. It didn't matter much 
that WinglO had lost a few hairs out of his tail. They had escaped! 
In a short time Wingo and Billy were standing in the sand lot back 
of Billy's house again. Billy slid off Wingo's back, and then---'he looked 
and looked and rubbed his eyes and looked again, 1but what do you think 
had happened? 1W'ingo had disappeared. 
Spring Song 
(EICHENDORFF) 
O'er the garden through the glooming 
Northward-rushing wings I hear, 
Rushing wings that bring a blooming, 
Sweet with southern fragrance, here. 
I could sing and I could sorrow; 
It seems to be and cannot be, 
Old-time wonders now, tomorrow 
Under moonlight I shall see. 
And the moon, the stars are telling, 
And the groves in dreaming pine, 
And the nightingales are trilling,: 
"She i's thine now, S!he is thine." 
Translated from the German by H. Z. 
Alma Mater Song 
(Dedicated to President-elect W. I. WicheJ.'s) 
In thy dear halls our fancies fed, where earnest spirits grace thee; 
By thee our brightest hopes were led, and nothing can efface thee; 
So now we pledge our love anew, each loyal son and daughter; 
To thee we'll stand forever true-God speed thee, Alma Mater ! 
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